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THE WEEKLY. 
The height of me nness: We l~arn that some of the opp()nents of the 
school ,house are boa~ting that they have recently invested considerable sums 
in government bonds to avoid the school tax.-Dt Soio (Mo.) Messenger. 
The interest on the bond, and the evasion of the taxes will 
net those economists sevt'!n per cent. The money invested in 
houses or in a productive business should earn fifteen percent. 0 
Folly! ~hy name is spigot economy. 
, The' practice of making children learn to write on slates from 
, copies on the blackboard,is overdol,le. A properly rul~d card is 
a better means for presenting th'! copy, especially for the name 
of each child. which is a standing copy to children of the lowest 
grade in most school systems. :More children art'! 'near-sighted 
than teachers usually imagine. ~ndeed children are usually ig-
norant of this defect, if they are trouble 1 with it in a slight de-
gree only, till they reach their teens and become aware of their 
di;advantage by comparison with other children. To such ch'il-
dren the strain imposed on the eye by effort to read and copy 
from the blackboard is a hardship and an injury. 
The Standard (Chicago) takes exception to the remarks of 
, President Moss in favor of higher education by the state, (S-
pecially that portion of them in which he asserts the sup~riority 
of tl}e state institution\>, and hints that official p0sition has some 
influence coloring the' glass through 'which President Moss looks 
at' the educational world .' The Stalldard intimates that the state 
instItutions have not, yet engraved on the tablets of fame any 
such list of names in science, art, literlJ.ture, and iheol0gy a1 the 
denominational collegt'!s can bo3.'it. This is a sad showing aga~rist 
the state institutions. It should indeed be a matter of humilia-
tion to a woman that she has not a grown-up family a few. years 
afte.r marriage ! 
, , 
The regents of the UQiversity of Minnesota have dismissed 
several professors from that institution on the charge ofincompe-
tency preferred by the students. ' This is indeed a new de'parture 
.in pedagogy. To' dismiss a teacher, much ress a professor, for 
, ' 
incompetency is something novel in this. section of the globe. 
Dismissals usually take place for anything but incompetency. 
Why, bless you, in the latitude and longitude of Chicago in· 
<;ompeten('y is the highest possible qualification. To have 'a 
mind of one's own or anything in-it is a serious drawoack to a 
teacher in th is locality. Everybody here is concerned for his ' 
or her position, unless indeed his brain is so deficient of convo-
lutions as to be unable to take in the situation. Would that the , 
' Minnesota regents could hold a session here. 
There is an alarming genius by the name of Bast at the head 
of the schools of Sheboygan, Wis. The ' light of his ~isdom 
might be hidden forever among the lumber piles of that port did 
he not have the enterprise to get out a "Course of Instruction 
in the Public Schools;" of that pun.provoking' burg. Talk 'about 
the Quincy plan! Why, up in the wilds of Wisconsin there is 
a plan in operation to which the Quincy plan can not hold a can-
dle. Witness : In the introductory remarks of Supt. Bast the 
following observations occur: • 'The object of our public schools 
is to so devdop and train everyone of our children's mental 
faculties as to enable them in due time to wander themselves 
alone the path to happiness, usefulness anJ prosperity." Teach, 
ers solmenly notified , "While laboring f(lithfully and patiently' 
to teach in class they will conform their language to the Web· 
sterian orthoepy, syllabication and rh},thm," But in the' next" 
breath they are told to be "always mindful that the vernacula~ 
of, the, majority 1)[ their audience is not the English tongue." 
It wi.ll be an interesting question in the curiosities of Enghsh lit-
erature 'what the verna~ular of Mr. Bast may be. At present w!= 
shall let Olr re.ld<!rs off, with a couple of extraCts from the "o~en ' 
ing and concluiing exercises" or this wonderful school system 
of Sheboygan: ' 
Object.-[nculcation of the knowledge of the powers of th~ " 
~uman soul, their virtuous use and vicious abuse; to bring out 
l1ltegral manhood, together with relevant scientific training. 
llfelk.;d.-O rally delivered disquisitions, or reading of written 
essays, or befitting d~clamation by pupils, on topics given below. 
Here follows a series of twen ty.six paragraphs of topics in 
which phrenology is laid waste, monl science ransacked, the 
catechism foraged, and tribute laid on all kn )wn and unk'now-n 
depart~lents of philosophy, for terms. But enough for the pres: 
ent. We shall pay our respects to Supt. ( B.)m)bast aga!n. 
A FALLEN FLOWER. 
ONE of the saddest observations of a thoughtf<l,! pe~5)n is th~ gl Irying of pl.rents over the educatioI?-al prec'Jcit:y of a de " 
ceased child. "She wa;; ready for the sophomore year in Va;, 
sar when she was taken sick;" "she had read Cresar and Saliust 
'six books of the JEneid, 'beslde3 the Georgics and Bucolics;!: 
she was familiar with m3.ny of the odes of Anachreon, and knew 
the select orations of Cicero almost by hea'rt ;" "she had not 
neglected the mathematics, either; she could demonstrate any '. _ 
proposition in the first six book'i of pivie,'s Legendre befor.e · 
she'wa'i thirteen; and had p'a'lsed affected quadraticS at twelve.; 
.But she is,dead! And such is, the mystery and fa~u?us per~ersity 
, -
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of the hum'lll heart, and especially the parent's heart, that jt 
dwells with m1rbid delight and gloomy dalliance upon the cir-
cumstances which preceded and confessedly precipitdted her un-
timely end. 
She was beautiful; she was gentle; she was affectionate; she 
was,high-minded, noble, ambitious. The efforts of class-mates 
and the inherent difficulties of the numerous studies she had on 
hand only served to excite, stimulate,and exhilarate her. The fe-
ver of study was only preliminary to the bodily fever that burned 
up her flesh, dried up her blood, consumed the delicate filament 
of her lungs, scorched her weary and exhausted brain, and with-
ered her young and hardly awakened heart . 
. She is dead! and the parents gloat over the list of studies at 
high-priced and pretentious schools that so largely co .lt;ibuted 
towards ending her charming life ani left a void in their own 
lives that nothing but infirmity can fill up, nothing but eternity 
recompense. Are they to blame for the sad pride rhey take in 
thei'r daughter's suicidal precocity, her acquirements bought with 
her life? Not in the least. It is the failing of parents. The 
temporary fl ash of talent in their growing offspring is more dear 
to their vanity than the steady blaze of genius in their maturer 
children. If the little creature can only distinguish itself now 
what matter the consequences in after years? A free horse should 
not be spurred, but it is the' free horse always that is spurred. All 
me~ and women, are children in the baubles they covet, and d is-
tinction in a literary line is the hollowest bauble· of all. When 
it ends with the efforts of the Sweet Singer of Michiga~ it is 
harmless and amusing, but when the lust for it takes the direction 
of forcinga child through an impossible curriculum of study at 
a tender, age it is destructive, it is wicked. 
The British government has abolished the suttee and the car 
of Juggernaut in India; children are no longer e'xposed on the 
~ang~s by their dot~~g mothers as an offerin'g to th~ alli$ator 
Tlver god; but the SpIrIt of child sacrifice, infant immolation, is 
by no means exorcised from the affairs of men and women. The 
lives sacrificed to a fiery Moloch were not a tithe of the lives of-
fered upon th~ altars of Examination · a9d Cram. What was 
.Moloch to bram fever or the Ganges to consu~ption ~ II) this . 
matter the public schools.are bad enough, but the private schools 
with their multiplicity of studies and the rapidity with which 
pupils. inust be rushed over them to justify the high tuition are 
infinitely worse. It is a mercy in these days to a child to be 
born dull. In that case he has a h<»pe of passing that fiery ordeal 
of , teachers' zeal and parents' ambition with an ounce of brain 
that is not stewed, a bundle of nerves that are not strained be-
yond the retractile limit, and a spoonful of blood that is not 
raised to the temperature of boiling. 
l'he mo~t ?f what people learn is practically useless; that 
which young people kill themselves trying to learn ~ould never 
be useful or ornamental; and what is the use of it anyway, when 
the chJJd is dead? 
To be practical: I. No keeping of children after school un-
der an.y circumstances; 2. No, studying at home below the 
gr~ll?-mar school grades, and as little in them as compatible with 
moderate progress; 3. No boarding schools when they can pos-
sibly b~ avoided; 4. No music or instrumental practice during 
the grammar or academic ~ourse, especially if the child is bright, 
studious, and ambitious; 5. Plenty of food, air, and exercise. 
- We are.l'haking off the bonds of spiritual superstition, spiritual 
blindne~, fanaticism, and frenzy j but we are in danger of giv · 
ng way to a~ education:tl fr.:nz'y that will be mucli more injuri~us, 
for usually superstitious people make fools only of themselves, 
but educational fanatics are given to destroying their own chil- '. 
dren and the children of others. The pedagogical Abraham has -
, the knife uplifted o~er the little defenseless Isaac _of our rising 
geperation. May the angel hurry down to save the child and 
turn the credulous old fool from his purpose with flattery- an,d 
firmness. 
BALLOTING IN BRITAIN. 
APROPOS of the election in Great Britain and Ireland a-few of tnt: p«culiarities of their sy;;tem may not be unwelcome 
to some of our readers. ' The limit of the life of a parlialJlent 
is' seven years, but it may be dissolved at any time DY the queen 
at the suggestion of the premier. When the administration is 
defeated in any important measure, the go'vernment resigns ' and 
the queen calls upon the leader of the opposition to form a new 
cabinet. When a general election is declared writs are issued by 
the Clerk of the Crown to the sheriff., and the latter give notice 
of the election. 
Constituencies are. divided into three classes-counties. bor-
ougns, and institutions of learning. A b~rough corresponds ta 
an incorporated village in this country. The suffrage is restrict-
ed to a property qualification, paying a rent of £12 in the coun-
ties and £4 in the boroughs being the test of .an elector. In 
Scoiland there is what is called hOll~e holci suffrage, the nearest , 
approach to nllnhood suffrag!! in the United Kingdom. 
There is no caucus system such as we have, no machine, no 
primary elections. The candidate stanris out prominently. He 
is usually a landed proprietor or his son, or a neighboring noble-
man or his heir, or some one distinguished for eminent ability or 
wealth or an obscu-re person selected bya popular leader and semi-_ 
dictator to follow his lead unquestioningiy in parliament. The 
nomination is made quietly in the court house on one day and 
the election takes place on the, next. The nomination is made. 
by one elector and seconded by another. This put on record 
makes an eligible candidate. A conducting officer is appointed 
by the sheriff and a conducting agent. by each candidate. 'Fhe 
vote is by ballot. The ballot is a piece of pasteboard made to 
fold and seal with the names of all)he eligible candidates print-
ed on it. . 
When' the elector receives his ballot from the conducting a,ffi.-
cer he retires to a roo:n alone- and checks off the candid:tte of his 
choice, lolds anu deposits iH .l the box free from any species of 
intimidation. The secrecy is absolute dnd is enjoined on even 
the voter by penalties in case of boastful disclosure. 
It is no breach or delicacy in a candidate to solicit votes per-
sonally and the p:Irchase of votes is genera I and notorious. -But 
the price is high. ~ vote need not bring less than £1,0, $50, 
whereas in .Chicago at the late municipal election the price ,vas 
So cents or evcn 25 cent" if 01e could have the face to offer so 
small a sum. -
Candidature is not limited by residence.is in this country; a . 
canditate may "stand" for any seat or several' of them, and if' . 
defeated in one precinct he ·may try again in ano ther as the poll-
ing takes ~lace at different places on differ .nt days, although in 
this election the voting had to cease by the 14th of April. 
When a party is in a hopele',s minorit\· 'the seat of the domi-
nant candjdate is not contested . . This saves money to both ·par· 
ties but prevents the eXa'cl party strength from being determined. 
Personal abuse of' candidates is not at ill indulged in ;, yet th~ 
average .campaign literature is no .better than ours. It .. is fiat, 
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thin, shallow, lacking the argumentative force, and anecdotal point 
of our stump-speech oratory: A company of American cam-
paign orators with a glee club could go over and carryall Eng-
land on any issue. Rioting at political meetings and elections 
is much more prevalent there than here, and it is by no means 
confined to Ireland. Sticks and stones and marrow-bones, dam-
aged eggs and cabbages are the favorite implements of warfare . 
But, they have a great advantage over U3 in the fact that their 
elections come at irregular and uncertain intervals: With them 
politics is an acute disease; with us it is chronic. With them it 
is a rocket; with us it is a slow match. T heir members 0 1 par-
liament are unpaid and legislative corruption is u 'lk ·lOwn . There 
are no fat takes in the shape of jobs, claims, and appropriations 
for purp03es of corporate gain or private nest · feathering. 
THE LIBRARY. 
FOllr L ecmres on E arly Lnild Cxtllure. By W. N. Hailmann. A. M. MIl-
waukee: Carl Doerflinger. 12 mo. pp 74· 
The lectures are, 1. Laws of Childhood; If. T~e Soul Of 
Freebel's Gifts ; III. The Specific Use of the Kindergarten; 
- IV. The Kindergarten-a School for Mothers. 
Mr. Lincoln once listened to an article, the author of which 
at the end of the reading asked his opinion of it . "Well," said 
he, ' ~some people like that kind of thing very much; and for 
that 'kind of people, I shouldn't wonder if that article was about 
_ the kind of think they'd like_" This book is full of turgid sen-
timentality and an affectation of philosophy; a great deal of talk 
and little substance. For example: "Frrebel's gifts are serious 
things, freighted with life, endowed with a soul, and not to qe 
- handled irreverently without injury to the thoughtless culprit." 
(p. ,3~. ) We take one of them in hand,gravely, seriously, sol-_ 
emnly, reverently, with bated breath: "The second gift is a box 
containing a wooden sphere, cube, and cylinder"-pshaw! 'we 
, thought it was to be an infant Milton , or a baby , Washington , 
,7freighted with life, endowed with a soul"! We presently finc.! 
that the value of these bits of wood lies not in what a child can 
learn, but in what a man who writes A. M. after his name can 
dream about them.; for we read :-"The second gift presents 
types of the principal phases of human devoJopment: from the 
easy nobility of infancy and childhood-the ball -we pass through 
the half-steady stages of boyhood and girlhood-represented in 
the cylinder-to the firm character of manhood and ' womanhood 
for which the cube furnishes the formula." _(po 26.) On the 
next page we learn that the proof that Freebel was inspired' is to 
be found in twirling a cube on an axis: "and when, on the other 
, hand, we revovle the sphere, and see that-try as we may-it 
wiII ever remain the same, we learn that all-sided animal-life is, 
indeed, the highest manifestation of existence, that death means 
decay, and that only all-sided developme..nt can keep us from 
this.' 
If anybody likes that kind· of thing, as Lincoln said, there's 
enough of it in this book. We think that kindergartens need to 
be saved from Silly frjend ~ , . 
'~j 10 Gnostism. Science and Art Unlocbits Mysteries, ,By R v. Thomas 
Mitchell, Brooklyn, N. Y. New York: S. R . Wells & Co. Chicago: 
Jansen; McClurg & Co. 12mo, pp. 249. Muslin. $1.50. 
is immaterial and immortal. The scientific (?) knowledge which 
he parades throughout the book, and which he offers as a "key," 
may be judged by samples: - . 
"Mineral and animal magnetism are identical." (pp. 66, 68). 
"The muscles are principally a bundle of nerves." (68.) He says 
that if a frog's muscles be made to contract by a galvanic battery 
they will be found much lighter than before because "they have 
lost a portion of t'hephosphates, the substance of which the nerves 
and brain are composed." (68.) The brain and nerves are not 
composed of pltOsphatts; the asserted change of weight would 
be slight; and would depend upon much eise besides loss of "the 
phosphates_" Here is a discovery that throws all physiologists 
from Harvey to Virchow into the shade: "It is <1-lso a fact that 
the motions of the brain in carrying on the functions of life 
may be distinctly heard by any two individuals, if they put their 
ears as close together as possible, Shutting off the outside ear 
with their hand,." (70') "Shutting off the outside ear" is rich; 
but 'as to that noise, anyone may hear it in a single head. if he 
will stop both ears; it is the sound of the moveme:Qt of the blood -
in the great vessels that pass near the ear. . 
Mr. Mitcheil, like most other sciolists, is greatest when he 
mounts the hobby, "Electricity." "The very natur-e of elec-
tricityis to decompose whatever substance or body it enters." (69) 
"If there were a sufficient quantity and variety of quality ' of 
electricity charging our planet, everything it contains, as well as 
the mineral planet itself, would become simple electricity." (p. 
113.) . All which is unmitigated nonsense. 
~erhaps we waste time showing this up; but this 'is one of those 
books which do harm by their pretense of knowledge, and Im -
pose upon the ignorant. . 
- Th~ ,Normal Educato1' hails from Valparaiso, Ind., Vol. l., No. I. It is 
to he published semi-monthly, at $1.10 per year, It is published i n th~ inter-
est of Brown'. mammoth Normal School, and is conducted by B. ·E . Shawhan·, 
who begins his work with ~ood promise of success. 
-Thompson, Brown,. & Co. have in press to be issued late in Ap~ll a new: 
work for primary instructio:> , by IJenry E Sawyer, associate principal in the 
• State Normal Schooi, New Britain, Conn., to be ent~tled Words a.nd Numbers. 
The work is quite. novd in its character, the design being to combine in one 
book, with suggestions and models for teachers, the subjects required for the 
second years in the prim(!ry ~ chools so that no other book but a Re~ de r will 
be needed. 
-So C Griggs & Co., who will have ready about May 1 Dr. Winchtll's 
new book, "Preadamites," report that it is aireaay attracting consl\ierable at-
tention, and that they are already receiving advance orders. A \\ ell known 
critic of the Chicago Press, who has been reading the proof-sheets says : "The 
subject from the outset is ma'laged in such a way as to enchain the attention 
of the reader whatever be his prejudices or proclivities. His strGng and bold 
opinions UpOlL the origin and development of the races of mankind are strik-
ing and interesting beyond question, and they are for tified by a gre~t mass' of 
te. timony·procurc;d through immense research." 
- The Nimlemth Century for April contains: The D cility of an "Impf-
rial" Parliament, by the Right Hon. Robt rt Lowe; Common-sense of HQme 
Rule :-1. A Reply, by E. D. J. Wils('n, II. A Rejoinder, by Justin McCartl1y; 
The Deep Sea and its Contents, by Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F. R. S_ ~ Agnosti-
cis~ and Women, by Mu. Lathbury; A Non-conformist's view of the Elec-
tion, by the Rev. J. Guinness Rogers; Days in the Woods, by the Hon. t-he' 
Earl of Dunravrn; British Interests in 'the East, by M. E . Grant Duff; The 
Present Cri; is at Guy's Hospital, by Margaret L :msdalej Native 'Armies of 
India, by Lieut. General Sir John Adye ; Religion; Archaic ,and Semetic, by 
the RiJ1:ht Hon. W. E. Gladstone; Imperialism lind Sociali. m, by Frederick 
Whoever buys this boo~ wastes his money; whoever reads it, 
his time. It is directed against spiritualism, and presents marly -
facts and reasons that are fairiy to be urged against it; but the au-
thor is unfair, natrow, ignorant, 'and intolerant. Discursively, 
be attacks the c\o"ctrines that God is immaterial, and t.hat the soul 
Seeboh~; ' Sun-rise, A. Story of These Times, ChapteJ'S 1. to V., by William 
Black. Price 20 cents. Pnblished monthly, $2.25 per y,ear. George Mun-
roe, 17 to 27 Vandewater St., New York. ' -
-Messrs. A. S. B~rnes & Co., New YO.rk, will i!!Sue in a few day$ No. LI 
or their" Atlas S~rits of Essays," edIted by Mr. H. B. Barnes. The subject 
of this Ilumh-r will be Theo:og ico/ Unrest. It will contain essays on bdth 
" 
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,sides of the 'question at issue between science and religion, by Mr. Froude, 
Prof. Tait, of Edinburgh University, and Rev. Dr. E. A. Washburn, of New 
York City. The number may be ordered through newsdealers or booksellers, 
C!r will be forwarded to any address post-paid, for 25 cents, by the Publishers. 
The "Atlas Series of Essays" is issued periodically, and con.ist~ of brief es· 
says on enduring themes, by our best American ,and foreign writers. They 
are printed from large, readable type, and are neatly bound in p~per covers. 
The Series is uniform in size, and th~numbers can be bound together in more 
durable binding if desirable. No, IO of the Series was Gladstone's arraign-
ment of Disraeli, price, IO cents. 
-The opening paper in Appletom' yournal for May consists of copious 
selections from a work recently published in England, entitled "Conversations 
with Distinguished Persons dUrillg the Second Empire, from 1860 to 1863," 
by the late Nassau William Senior. The article consis's of a number of re-
markably spirited and suggestive passages from these converrations. Altogeth-
er, this paper is of striking interest. Another very fresh article, or story it 
may be called, is by Ivan Tourguenieff, called "Monsieur Fran<;:ois," which 
describes a mysterious an J eccentric P.uisian character, whose remarkable 
predic}ions of the revolution soon to follow (it was in 1848) will be read now 
with profound attention. This sketch is dramatic, ~tirring, and full of point. 
M. de Lesseps's reply' to the Suez Canal article i!t the previous number is 
given, to which is appended a note from Judge Morgan, the author of that 
article. There is a paper on "Metternich," and one on the French painter 
Regnault; "The Philosophy of Drawing-Rooms" is discussed '; Scienee in its 
relation to the discovery of Crime is considered, and a number of striking ex· 
,amples given,; a paper called ','The Story of ' The Merchant of Venice'" is 
very readabl~; and the editor'~ departments are well filled. 
-Lif'pincott's Magazine for May opens with a copiously illustrated paper 
on Richfield Springs, which gives some interesting particular. about Fenimore 
Cooper and Judge Nelson, whose farms at Cooperstown lie within an easy 
drive from Richfield. A descendent of the famous nOYelist, Miss Constance 
Fenimore Woolson, contributes to this number a very quaint and touching 
story entitled "Miss Grief." The first of a series of "Studies in the Slums" 
'\>y Mrs. Helen Campbell, gives' a striking account of the mission in Wat:r 
Street, New York. The concluding p?-per of Octave Thanet'. able discussion 
of the condition of "'The English Workingman" deals with another and not 
le.s pressing social pr.)blem. "The ,Backwoods of Gautemala" are graphi-
cally pictured, with both pen and pencil in Dr. Oiwald's i'Summerland 
Sketches." , Nena Sturgis has an illustrated article on "Ancient Maskers and 
Modem Carmval." F. M. Osbourne gives an amusing account of a "Funeral 
in a Chinese Fishing VilJage," and Phebe D . Natt describes the method. of 
instruction In the various "London Art Schools." There are several short 
stories. "Adam and Eve," by the author of "Dorothy Fox" grows in interest 
d . " an promises to prove a very pOl?ular serial; and the "Monthly Gossip'" iS' full 
of 'good thiniS. - , 
'J?,EPORTS' AND PAMPHL;ETS RECEIVED • • 
~tatement and Circular of the Course in Graphic Science. In ~ graded 
~enes of elementary and highe~ text· books, on the theory and practice of in-
strume~tal drawing, for preparatory and industrial schools, coileges and nor-
mal schools, technical and art schools, and for self-instruction. By S. Edward 
Warren, C. E. John Wiley & Sons, New York. 1879. , 
The Education of the Blind; an Address read before the Wisconsin Teach-
ers' Association, 'at L~ Crosse, July 10, 1879, by Mrs. Sarah' F. -C. Little, 
Superintendent of the Wisconsin Institution for the Education of the Bhnd 
at Janesville. ' ! 
Tel),nessee School Report, 1879. (without Tables). Annual Report of the 
State Superintendent of Public Schools, for the scholastic year ending August 
31, 1879. Leon Trousdale, State Superintendel)t P.ublic Schools. 
Course of Study for the .Lexington Public Schools, 1880; and General Rules 
for the Management of the Schools; also the Principal's Address to Parents 
and Pattons. Lexington, Ill" L . S . Rowell, Principal. 
," ~J'hirteenth' Report of the Public Schools of the State of Missouri. R. D. 
. Shannon, Superintendent of Public Schools. 
, Report of the Worcester Schools, for the year 1879. A. P. Marble, Super-
intendent. 
-The Mis,souri Teacner, published at Kirksville; says that the schools of 
that place have changed text-books 'four times since the beginnil,lg of the pres-
present school year, and luggests that there is yet time tor at least one more 
. change. This has been a prominent part of the work of Mislouri schools for 
I ,fome months past. : . . ' . 
LIGHT IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
The follo~ing are the concluding remarks of Dr. C. J. Lundy, 
of Detroit, on a paper on "Light in the Pl!blic Schools and: 
School Life in .Relatio:l to vision:"-
In co ,clusion 1 would add" by way of recapitulation, that if we would 
prevent, to a very great extent, the ill eff.:cts which school life and close ap. 
plication to study exert upon the sight, the following should be observed :-
I. Lessen the hour; of study and shorten the sessions of study for pupils 
under 15 years of age. 
2 . Provide 'an abundance of li~ht-from the left side if the room is quite 
narrow-from both sides if the room is wide-'Jut do no t allow the sunlight 
to fall directly on the book or paper. 
3. Ventilate the school·rooms thoroughly and in accordance with the most 
approved methods. 
4. The pupil should sit erect, and hold the book at least 12 inches distant. 
5. Pupils should avoid whatever cause, a congestion or the head,face, and 
eyes, such as tight clothing, cold feet, the stooping position , etc. 
6. Pupils should not study during recovery frOlu illne.s or when suffering 
great bodily fatigue. 
7. T~xt·b00ks and reader. should be printed in good ink and with a deaF, ' 
bold type, about the size of long primer-a little larger than 1-16 of an .fnrh. 
8. Pupils should avoid everything which has a debilitating effect' upon the -
general system. 
9. Exercise in the open air sh ')uld be taken freely, and every precaution 
should be used tO,keep up the bcdily vigor, something which is too often neg-, 
lected. An educatio? is dearly purchased whose price is a shattered con-
stitution and a ruined eyesight . 
.... 
THE FREEDOM OF THE TEACHER IN FRANCE. 
PRES. GEORGE F. ~AGOUN, Iowa College. 
'SINCE I wrote something for the WEEKLY on this subjec~ fUF-
ther accounts of the debate in the French Senate have come 
to hand. With the views of those who regarded Art. VII. oqMr. , 
Ferry's Bill as an inadequate, because indirect, method of driving 
Jesl!it tea~hers from the country, we need have nothing 'to do. 
"The Waddington Ministry," says an English journal, "consid'er-
ing that the worst evil to be feared from Jesuitism is its influence 
over education, thought it possihle to meet that evil without il1cut:-
ring the charge of persecution, if they could prevent the employ. 
ment of any m~mb'ers of the order in schools or colleges." lnGu·eC,· <.Jft':l'l' 
tio. is always ,a blu~der: Hthe old French laws (back to 179~, 
authorized the expulsion of the order, the manli~st and most 
straightforward way to do it was through them. M. de Freydnet 
who does not seem to be so hearty' in supporting Art. VII. as 
Jules Ferry, declared that if it was rejected the old laws must be 
enforced; b 'lt this h~d no effect on the Senate. His hair-split. 
ting a!:>out its bearing not on individual teachers, but on the re. 
ligious associations to which _they belonged, (as if the teachers -
would not be tu;ned ou.t of school if the associations were !) was 
idle; and his politic suggestion that all the 20,000 pupils affect-' 
ed-in other than state institutions-need not be turned out' at 
once, was disregarded. The blow at the liberty of Protestant as 
well as Cath'olic 'educators eQuId not be concealed. His worst 
, ~aring was this: "In the Qpinion of the Government, non-author, 
'1 zed associatioBs; reiigititis or otherwise, have no right to exist." 
Without drawing pecuniary aid from schools sus~ained by' any 
Churches, refusing religious instruction in the schools -oC the 
State,-allthat is one thing. Forbidding citizens to worship 
God, ,or to have their children taught according to the dictates 
of ~heir own consciences is quite another! "Under this law," 
wl'~tes an American clergyman in Paris, "the State will reserve 
I to Itself the exclusive right to examine candidates for uniYersity 
degrees, an,d to confer the same)' Nobody will qIJestion 
, . 
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right of the state to examine those whom it has taught, but to com-
pel othe~s, with whose teaching the state has had nothing to do, 
to go to tile State university examiners, is sheer tyranny, though 
attempted in a Republic. To attempt to accomplish the same 
en<\ . by indirection is no better. Those who are competent to 
teach are competent to confer. degrees signifying meritorious 
pruficiency. This i!; the American principle, established when 
the power to graduate their own students was given to Harvard 
and Yale, instead of conferring the degree cOliferring power for 
American candidates to Oxford and Cambridge. No wonder 
Laboulaye and others saw in this ·scheme of M. Ferry, "the 
infringement, if not the sacrifice, of individual liberty and natu· 
ral rights." No wonder the Senate "listened with sympathy and 
applause to M. Dufaure as he expouf"\ded liberty of teaching, and 
condemried the clause as reactionary." It was so in the worst 
/ 
sense. 
M. de Fr~ycinet's avowals ar,e pronounced in England as "be-
wildering, to the English mind." The fact that such a proposal 
as M. Ferry's as "urged by a Republican Government, incited 
specially by its more radical supporters," -as is said b! the Eng-
lish journal quoted above-"only shows how very different are 
the ideas of liberty entertained on opposite sides ' of the channel." 
According to American ideas, Art. VII. was simply a deadly 
thrust at liberty in tfte persons of all teachers save those to whom 
the state was to give the monopoly of education . And also at 
all religion. Even J aplllese rulers can do better than some 
Frenchmen. The new Japanese Code, after describing what 
shall be taught in schools, and that all shall b ' open to inspection, 
provides that, "It shall be lawful for any person to establish any 
of the schools above enumerated ." Comp3.Te with this an Arti-
cle of Ferry's law which has hardly been noticed, Art. VIII. 
"AuCttn establissement d' ensignement prive,aucun association fer-
",ee tn vue de I'msignement mperimr ne peut etre recomzu d' utilitt 
publiquf! qlt' en verltt d' une loi. " 
M. Edmond AbJut declared in the Niluteentk Century for 
September that under this law "Higher education is free;" "we 
have all of us a right to compete with the State facull1es. ~ ' France 
has, besides, say, 650,000 Protestants out of 36,000,00,0 of peo-
ple. Of these it is said that 6 4 0,00q belong to the Reformed 
Church, and lO, OOO to other bodies. Suppose under M. Ferry's 
Act, with a Government of Calvinists, a Reformed College or 
Theological Semlllary were started, one attempted by the mi-
nority of 10,000 other religionists, or by English or American. 
Christians obnoxious to a Government of Positivists opposed to 
recognizing by law, any religious institution, where does freedom 
come in? The Government, says M. About, mmt exclusively 
"confer diplomas which pro.url! access to public offices." But 
how about those, like ours in America, which do not? "A fair 
and honest competition in the domain of knowledge and talent" 
cannot be had other,!"ise, he maintains. We have h~d it always 
without any such state m~nopoly of degrees. 
The author of "France since th~ First Empire" thought ~he 
struggle in France was going to be "not between the RepUblicans 
and Monarchists, but between the Church and Voltaireans; the 
@ne conflict in which, he thought, the Liberals, being false to 
tbeir .principles, and fighting persecutors with persecution, might 
be repeatedly, though for short periods, defeated." Ferry's Bill 
passed the Chamb~r of Deputies July 9. 1879, by a vote of 362 
against 159 . . That looked like "fighting persecutors (and non-
persecutors besides) with persecution." But Art. VII. was de-
feated in tbe Senate, March 9, lis80, by 148 nays .to . 1?9 yeas .. 
The -better Liberals of France were not false to then: pnnclples. 
THE ROMAN CATHOLIC QUESTION. 
To understand the papal policy on education, one ILlUSt ap-preciate the difference between our common schools and 
those of Rome. It is well to compare them intellectually and 
morally, in their aims and tendencies, their principles and re-
suits; in their influence upon the character and future of the 
pupils, and their effect upon the respectability, safety, and pros~ . 
perity of the State. This necessity is forced upon the inteiligent 
Roman Catholic fathers .and mothers who know that a papal 
decree on mixed education bas no infallibility,_ who value Amer-
ican institutions and the rights of theIr children as' American 
citizens . and who look with parental care to their fitting instruc-
tion ......... 
Let the Jesuits once become to the State, as regards education, 
an imperiuHl in imperio,-let them, independently of the civil 
power, determine the character of the studies and the selection 
' and approval of the teachers, taking care, as the Syllabus directs, 
that the schools shall not be in conformity to ~he will of the 
rulers or the prevailing opinion of the age, but shall be joined to 
the Roman Catholic faith and the power of the Roman Catholic ' 
Church,-and on the principle that he who controls the educa- ' 
tion of a <;ountry controls its future, they 1l1ay with reason regard.. 
their hoped for control of the schools as the capture of the out-
works and bulwarks of the Republic, whose guns may be turned 
against all that shall remain of its political and religious free-
dom ......... 
But the antagonism between Christian teaching given in our 
public schools in regard to chastity, truth, and justice, etc., ,~nd 
that authorized by the Pupe on these points, is, as will presently ' 
appear, very striking; and the views of the Roman Court as to 
the intellectual education which they approve for theit subjects 
are equally opposed to those of the American people for what 
they demand for their chiIaren as the future sovereigns of the, " 
Republic ......... 
Card.inal Cullen, in his evidence before the Educational Com- '. 
mittee, given in their report of 1870, frankly stat.ed his opinion 
that education should be limited to "the three R's, the reading 
of the scriptures, and the history of the Church. Too much e~­
ucation would make the poor discontented with their lot, and, 
unsuit them for following the plough, using the spade, hammer-
ing iron, and building walls." ......... 
A view similar to that of Cardinal Cullen was expressed to Mr. 
Dexter A. Hawkins, of the New York bar, by His ExceUen,cy 
Cardinal Antonelli, who said "that he thought it better that the -' 
children should grow up in ignorance than be educated in such 
a system of schools as the State of Massachusetts supports. That 
the essential part of educatio~ was the catechism; and white > 
arithmetic and geography and other similar studies might be use-
ful, they were not .essential." .. . ..... .. 
Without refaring to similar statistics abr@ad of reformatories 
and i"ndustrial schools, we find at home census and police ret).lTlls, ~ , 
all telling the same story,-that Roman Cath01:c schoo\s, as com~ 
pared with our own, ar:e propaganda of ignorance, superstition, ' 
'vagrancy, pauperism, and crime; that they endanger society by 
recruiting the dangerous classes; that tl),ey burden society with ' 
a load of taxation, and that they endanger the stability of ' our 
institutions by debJsing our civilization. We shall presently ask 
how far those influences are' accounted for by the character of . 
their teachings. '. 
Mr. Hawkins has shown from the United .Statis census of 1870 
I the comparativ~ number of illiterates, paupers, anG! criminals, 'to 
. ' . 
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~very 10,000 inhabitants, produced respectivdy by the Roman 
. Catholic parochial schools, the public schools in twen ty-one states, 
and by the public schools in Massachusetts. When they are ar-
ranged for more easy comparison, it is easy to appreciate the 
objections· of Alderman Reardon and his friends, of Cambridge-
port, to transfer their. children from the state schools of Massa-
chusetts.to that of Father Scully. 
TO EVERY 10,000 INHABITANTS. 
Illiterates. Paupers. Criminals. 
Roman Catholic Schools 1,400 410 160 
Public Schools, 21 S· ales 3P 170 75 
Pubhc Schools of Massachusetts 71 49 II 
He also showed that in the state of New York the Roman Cath-
olic parochial-school system turned out 3Yz times as many pau-
pers as the 'public-school system ........ . 
To an American who has not marked the progress of the Ro-
man Catholics in Amenca and their plans as recently developed, 
the idea of th~ Jesuits confronting tht! Republic as it enters its 
second ·century with an intimation that they are about to control 
it will seem strange as he recalls the eventful history of that or~ 
der which has won in turn the detestation of all nations and the 
condemnation of the Church of Rome ........ . 
To-d Iy the revived order appears to be at the head of the 
Church of Rome. The dogma of infallibility is pronounced the 
logical result of its existence. Dr. Manning represents the Jes-
uits as leading the mis;ion to England to subdue the will of that 
imperial race. 
In America we are told that they have captured our great cit-
ies; that by their agents they manipulate the press and secure its 
silence; that they have revised for the American Encycl.pcedia 
the hi, tory of their intrigues and persecutions; that they have 
dm·en the Bible from the public school5, arranged terms with 
party leaders, s cured grants of .lands and moneys, and annual 
subsidi~s in the shape of charities; that they have begun to as-
sert the supremacy of the Church over I he State, and are prepared 
for greater triumphs ........ . 
That · there is to be a struggle, and a hard one, for the control in 
our Re,mblic between the people con~tituting the state and the 
ecclesiastics who represent the Rom:m Church', n·o rational man 
who understands the situation can for a-moment doubt. In the 
l'ight of history and reason it seems equall y cltar, either that the 
struggle is now tq be decided by maintaining against the opposi-
tion the· supremacy of the state in its right of education intellect-
ual and moral, · in its administration of justice, in the safety of 
elections from priestly control, and in every other legitlmate ex"-
. ercise of sovere:gnty,-or that, if these be yielded through treach-
ery or indifference, the struggle will so:mer or hter be transferred 
• to the pattie-field, and decided in .the most terrible of conflicts, 
a religi OUS war.- John Jay, International Review for March. 
( " . 
THE NEW DE.PARTVRE IN THE PVBLICSCHOOLS. 
AT length the old system which has endured so long seems . crumbling, and new methods and new ideas appear on every 
side. That old system, the system beloved by the true pedagogue, 
.is only too well known. It is the system of x:outine and of cram, 
and there arc few under forty who have not at some time suffered 
under it. . 
To excite interest or al"ouse enthusiasm .has not been consid-
ered the task of a, master in the ·common schools. On the c~n·. 
trary, an interesting school room would probably be rather noisy, 
and hence objectionable. Scholarship has been held to consist 
in learning text-books by heart, and in answering by rote such 
questions as were printed for the. master's use; that school has 
been the best where the routine was most iron bound, where 
children were drilled in their exercises like soldiers in the manual, 
and where excellence, in the one case as in tpe other, depended · 
on turning human beings into machines. 
Now, apart from the fact that such discipline is pernicious, be-
cause it enfeebles the mind by overloading it with undigested 
matte~, and crushes out originality by discouraging all independ-
ent thought, it is equally objectionable on other grounds. Long 
experience has proved that it. is a doubtful blessing to teach a 
man to read, and then turn him upon the world to pick up such 
further educatiop as the cheap literature of great cities affords. 
The immense sale of sensational newspapers of the worst '_lass 
proves the truth of this fact, and is admitted to be one of the 
most threatening· signs ohhe times. There is no use in attack-
ing the publishers of criminal literature by indictment, and by 
fine and imprisonment. Where there is a demand there will be 
a supply, ~ll the laws in the statute· book to the contrary notwith-
standing. The true way, to suppress such publications is by les-
sening the demand, and this can be done only by educating the 
children in the common schools to read something better. That 
much can be done in ,this direction the believers in the new de-
pa!ture are thoroughly convincea, and that without any great 
expense or radical change, except in bringing·common sense to 
bear upon the educational problem.-March Atlantic. 
PERSONAL MAGNETISM. 
Bv MRS. SARAH M. WYMAN, Ashley, Mass. 
EMERSON says "A man succeeds because he h\ls more power of eye than another." One te.lcher commands perftct at-
tention in a class, another reproves and threatens, but still tlJe 
hands are useless: knowing glances are exchanged, questions mis-
understood, answers indifferently given, and when exr used, the 
class go listless and careless to their seats. · One teacher rises fo 
speak, and every eye is riveted upon hi\1l; another ~n :is no. re- ~ 
sponse_ on the part of his inattentive pupils. What IS the differ-
ence? One has that magnetic power which flashed from t he eye 
of Patrick Henry, when first he woke to life, thrilled his audience, 
and changed to alarm the sneers of the confident clergy. The 
other has it not. 
It is an a~sertion truly made, that among the teachers ·in our 
community, many more fail of success from a want of controll-
ing power, than from ignorance of what they attempt to teac'll . 
How often, especially in the country, do we hear the re :nark-:' 
"There is no order in the school. " Yet this is the very school 
where there is the greatest apparent effort to maintain order. 
Scholars quickly measure a teacher. One rule is sufficient to-
find. the solid contents ~f the man. 
Personal magnetism can no where achieve higher results than 
in the grand experiment which assimilates mind to mind, draw-
ing out every fac1ty, curbing unrestrained impetuosity, quieting 
excited nerves, spurring on the indifferent, and helping· to devel-
op a symmetrical manhood. The teacher who possesses the abil-
ity to do this in a high degr~e ha., complete control over his pu-
pils . Even thougbt is molded much after his will. 
Plutarch relates that Thucydides, when asked which was the 
best wre~tler, Pericles or he, replied: "When I throw Pericles, 
hesay.s he \Va., never down, and he persuades the very-sp!ctators_ 
fo believe h.im." Many a modern teacher is a Pericles, with an 
influence which the Greek statesman never knew. 
I 
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'To teach a little Latin or mathematics is no great matter, but 
'to reach the inmost life of a boy, to infuse a love of knowledge 
int~ his heart, to i;}spire him day by 'day, with an increasing as-
piration for all that i, great and good, and a hatred of whatever 
is mean and low and dishonest and irreverent, is only achieved 
by the earnest worker, and the more effectually, in proportion 
as he possesses this power of mind which controls mind. 
. But magnetic power is inherent in the person, says one, and 
cannot be acquired . Shall every teacher retire from the field, 
who has not this remarkable qualification for the work? True, 
it is God-given-akin to genius. Still, sJmething approaching 
it may and will be al:quired ~y the teacher determined to excel. 
By reading the authors and publicatio~s of the day, by visiting 
schools and noticing their peculiari~ies; by thinking upon and 
criticisin'g his own work; by calmly considering his tailures and 
s~arching out the cause; by husbanding every little act and word 
that brings succes,; by keeping all these, and many more, pick-
ed up in various places, stowed away for use, when the opportuni. 
ty demands, every teacher will approach nearer and nearer the 
goal of his own ambition. . 
The determined teacher knows whenever anythlOg is wrong. ' 
He looks steadily at tlie situation, thinks, plans, executes, suc-
ceeds. He is equal to emergencies ; if he does not possess pow-
er.of control, he works till he gets it, always remembering that 
first of all, he must control himself. 
Mosfteachers talk too much . . There is more weight in a look 
than in a word; more force in a gesture than a threat; more ex-
ecution in an action than a command, and more controlling pow-
er in the atmosphere around the man than in'words, threats, and 
commands, all put together. The personal influence of ;t great 
teacher is greater than any thing he says or does. 
I have somewhere seen it stated that a few y~ars before his 
death, Daniel Webster was at the Abbot festival in Exeter, when 
he spoke of his obligations to his ~e~cllers, especially Joseph 
Stevens Buckmini~ter, with tears whIch he could not suppress. 
There may not be another Daniel Webster, to recall with pathos 
and power his obligatiom to others, but there are thousands of 
Ii,ves into whIch a teacher's)nfluence is so interwoven that were 
it suddenly removed, they would be as a suspended web, with 
the filling torn ruthlessly away. 
"WINNOWING ¥ACHINES," 
Some time ago the Inter Ocean published a paper on "Win-
nowing Machines," meaning thereby the rditors who read and 
reject or accept manuscript for publishers, and now "Margaret 
Bertha" writes to that paper-
Not very long ago I heard a popular story writer' tell some of 
his experience with these win'.1owing machines. 
He had been writing stories, with very small success, for a 
number of years . He felt sure-as many others feel-that story 
writing was his forte, and the one .in which he was to gain his 
support and a reputation, . if fortun.e had any in st~re for hi~. 
But so~ehow the winnowlIlg machlOesand he had dlfferentoplO-
ions upon the subject. He. kept writin~ storie~ and the W. M.'s 
kept returning them-"with thanks, or WIthout. ~ow a~d 
then-very rare now and then they were, tOv-one of hIS stones 
was published and paid for, encouraging him to hold on to.' his 
determination to win his success in that line. if in any. But as ' 
his "declined-with-thanks," (or without) came pouring in upon 
him almost as rapidly as he poured them out upon the world, he 
was for-ced to furnish a sort of reservoir 'for their accumulation: 
In his writing room was a huge bureau, ot chest of drawers, 
_ taller than his head. He to\!ld just reach up and pull the upper 
drawer open by an exertion. This upper drawer, deep and ca-
pacious; he resolved to leave always half open for the cou"ven-
ience of his rejected manuscript. Therefore, wher.ever a "re-
turn-with ·thanks" (or without) made its appearance he simply 
tossed it skyward, leaving it to land in that upper drawer, while 
he went on writing newer stories, and he hoped, better ones. 
After a while that upper drawer, upon the contents of which 
many winnowing machines had winnowed, became pretty full. ' 
But just about that time the author's patience and determination ' 
brought their just reward. He ):>ecame quite famous as a novel-
ist, and stories from his pen became in demand. Instead of "re-
t'lrned-with-thanks" (or without) he was now kept quite busy 
with requests that he furnish something for t he next Maizehill, 
the Two Ntj[Mly Rtview, or the S,zob's Ma%azine. TherefQre 
what did he do, so much more confident in himself than in win-
nowing machines, but to take a long cane with crooked handle and 
fi'ih in that lofty drawer for m:lOuscript, which, when caught, was 
unrolled-rerolled, and without examination or revision, sent off 
anew; perhaps to the same winnowing machine which had once 
winnowed it away from its harvest . . This author is Justin Mc-
Carthy, and some of his best and m'Jst successful stories ha"e 
been those both winnowed into and fished out of his high upper 
drawer! 
THE WORLD. 
-All the gold in the world w')ul.i malce a pile only 25 feet wid'!, 45 feet 
long, and 25 feet high. 
-Prof. S. S. Hamill has a class of 300 in elocution at Danville, Ind. He 
thinks elocution is a "boom." 
-The Chicago b,t~r Oua", semi-weekly edition j is not!lbly the political 
paper for teacheri of the Northwest to subscribe for-if they are stalwart Re-
publicans. It devote., one page to educational news, sentiment, and stuis-
tic>, which supplies a large fund of information in the cou!'5e of a year. This 
department is in charge of Prof. W .. T. Jones, of Evanston. 
-The National Educational Associatiou will ' hold its next meeting_ at 
Chautauqua, N. Y., commencing on Tuesday, July 13, and closing on Friday, 
July 16. A number of the most distinguished educators, of the country are 
announced to take part in the exercises;including President McCosh of Prince-
ton, Charles Francis Adams, Jr., Walter Smith, Dr. W. T. Harris, Anna C • 
. Brackett. and Professor Payne of Ann ATb~T. 
-A Kansas paper says that in a certain township of Wilson county, . "the 
use of the globe in tbe school is prohibited by the school board, on the ground 
that it teaches a false theory as to the form and shape of the earlh. The mem-
bers of the boarel, or a maj ority of them, are said to be firm adhercnts to the 
ancient idea that the world is flat, like a pancake; and-they do not propose 
that any modern foolishness to the contrary shall be inculcated ID the minds 
of their children." .' , 
. -The highest salaries paid by any American college are those of the pro· , ' 
fessors of Columbia, who receive amounts varying from '7,500 to $3,375. The 
Umversity of California pays full professors $3,600; Yale anit Princeton, about 
$3.500; Brown Uuiver3ity, from $3.00<> to $2,50,); Amherst, $2,500; Wash· 
ington ULtiversity, St. Louis, $2.500; Williams, ,2,200; Tufts, $2,000 (which, 
however, is only a t"mporary reduction from $2,5°0) .; Harvard paYs {Tom 
$2,000 to $4.000. Michigan University allows professors $2,200, assistant 
professors, $1,600, and instructors, $900; Cornell pays its three classes of 
professor., respectively, $2,250, $1',500, and $[,000; Wesleyan University, . 
$2,500, wilh a recent discount of 10 per cent ; the. Ohio Wesleyan University, 
$3,400 to $[ ,600; Dutmouth, Trinity, 'at Hartford; the Northwestern Uni· 
versi'-Y., and the University of Wooster, Ohio, e~ch pays $ 2,000; Lafeyette 
allows ,1,600 and a house; Illinois, $[,800; Bowdoin, $[,700; Western Re-
serve an~ IIdoit, '1,500; Oberlin, '1,400; ~owa, Olivet, and Kalamazao, 
Mich., ,1,200'; Anti(Jch, ,1',050, alld Hillsdale, Mich., from '[,ooo.to ,6so. 
-National 70urnal of Educaliqn. 
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THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
F OR FRIDA .Y AFTE R NOONS. 
THE FARMER WHO BECAME DRUM-M~}OR. 
Peggy fl1zd Meggy tell the Story in their own way. 
By JOEl. STACY. 
NOTE.- The success of the following redtation will depend upon the vi-
vacity and piquancy with which the two little girls telt the story. If they 
narrate and supplement and confirm and contradict and agree as if tluy really 
mMnt it, they will gratify their audience. 
Peggy : Our father worked upon a farm, 
He wore a linen smock; 
Meggy: 'Twas gathered ~o a yoke on top, 
And hung dow~ like a frock. 
Peggy: Oh, he was very meek, 
Megg)' : 
. And mother u,ed to scold him, 
And he would always do, 
Exaclly what we told him,-
Peggy: E x -aetly what we told him. 
Feggy : For men were very scarce 
Mtggy: 
That summer in our village, 
A nd so they all prepared 
Peggy: 
They said for war and pillage. 
Ju ;t think! for war and pillage! 
Meggy: Wd l, after that he dropped the smock, 
Peg/{y: 
He stood up stiff ana straight; 
And when we called for wood and things, 
We always had to wait. 
Meggy: Still be was rather meek, 
Peg/{y: 
And mother still could scold him; 
He nearly always did 
Meggy: 
Exactly what we told him,-
Ex-actly what we told him. 
Peggy: But soon he had a big mu~tache, 
Mel{,ljY: 
He stalked about the farm; . 
He went to drill three times a week, 
And couldn't see the harm. 
Prggy: At last he told our mother 
Meggy: 
A thing that did enrage her. 
01 R i.dic-tt ./ttsl" she said, 
Peggy : 
"For you to be drum major!" 
For hi rr. to be drum-major! 
Megg'v: He wore a splendid soldier coat, 
Pe.fgy: 
He bore a mighty st. ff; 
But oh, he lost hi. gentle way. , 
And wouldn't let us laugh. 
Meggy: He grew so very fierce 
P eggy: 
He soon began to scold u<, 
And then we had to do 
M eggy: 
E xactly -;vhat he told us I 
E x -aetly what lie told us ! 
Meggy: His shoulders had a little stoop 
Peg/fY: 
Which mother tried to cure; 
.Sre used to say his shambling walk 
She scarcely could endure. 
Meg~: But he played .he fiddle well, 
Peggy: 
And sang 6n Sunday sweetly; 
He beat the time for 8,11, 
Meggy: 
And knew the tune completely,-
Yes, knew the tune com-plete/yl 
Peggy: \ V nen mother called, "Come, John !" he came, 
And smiling chopped the wood. 
Mesgy : He drew the water, swept the path, 
And helped ber all be could. 
Peggy: He used to romp with Meg and me, 
Meggy: Yes, and with Polly Wentels, 
Peggy: But ob, my sakes! That was before 
M~ggy: 
He put on regimentals I 
Yes, put on regimentals! 
Peggy: For, oh, a big militia· man, 
Meggy: 
One evening after tta, 
Came in and coaxed our father dear 
,~ 
To join his company. 
Peggy: We used to run and hide away- .  
i'rf~gI{.Y : l'ou did-not 1, dear P~g I 
, 
P'g f{Y: Why, yes, you often did it, too, 
Now don't deny:it Meg I 
lIfeggv: 
Peggy: 
Meny: 
Peggy: 
M eggy: 
Peggy: 
M eggy: 
Both: 
He scared us 'mo~t to death, 
He walked just like a lion; . 
And when he coughed out loud 
He set us both a .cryin'! 
Yes, set·us both a-cryin'! 
He wouldn't play, he wouldn't work, 
The weeds 2TeW rank and tall ; 
The pumpkins died; we didn' t have 
Tha~ksgiving Day at all. 
The farm is spoiled. It isn't worth, 
Ma says, a tinker's wager. 
Now wasn't it a dreadful thing 
For him to turn drum.major? . 
A savage, awful, stark and stiff, ridiculous drum-major! _ 
-St. N icholas f or April. 
A WORD ON WRITTE.N SF ELLING. 
- I , . 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY tr.uched the very core of truth In 
its remarks, p. 213, on the wrong of putting misspelled words . 
. before the eyes of learners for any purpose whatever, but espe- . 
cially for correction, because that necessitates their being hard -
looked-at. These spurious forms print themselves on the mem-
ory, and become confused with the true ones to the extreme and 
fatal embarrassment of the novIce 111 this most difficult of all 
schooi arts. 
Teachers are now pretty generally agreed that spelling can 
never be learnecj. through the ear, though all the years of school -
life be spent upon it. It is only acquired by readers and writers' 
who notice the letter-structure of new and strange .words, aqd 
so photograph their forms in the galleries of the eye-memory. 
These pictures seen by introspection while at the same time the 
eye sees the movements of the pen or pencil . are the guide to 
.practidll spelling-that is-to the correct writing down of words 
with all·the ir accessories as used in sentences. On this principle 
the philosophical French system of 'dictee' is founded; and it is 
for the purpose of avoiding the presentation to the eye of any 
misspelled forms of words that simple sound-signs are 'used, 
which express the phrases to be written better, and with much 
gr.eater ec'onomy of time, and ease, and good order than when 
they are dictated by th~ teacher viva voce. W. 
TVRONE,PA. ' 
HOW TO TEACH SPELLING. 
When spelling is taught in connection with other school branches, the pu-
pi's become interested in the orthography and pronunciation of every new 
word they see. When studying geography and history, they are not satisfied 
Wllh simply learning the name of a country, a river, or a place, . but they will 
carefully look alter the spelling and pronunciation of the word. This plan ~ 
makes spelling an interesting study; it gives to every word a meaning, and 
the pupils study its form as closely as they do the features of an intimate 
friend; when they see it again, if there is a letter omitted or one added, they 
will recognize the deformity as readily as they would a scar ~r cut on the face 
of a companion. The plan of teaching the spelling of words with whose 
meaning the pupil is familiar can also be profitably adopted in the primary 
grades. Those who have tried it can bear testimony to the great interest 
which the pupils take in th'eir attempt to master the orthography of al~ words 
that they are compelled to use daily at home, at school, and on the play 
ground. In this list might be enumerated the names of hou. ehold articles, 
of food, and. of wearing-apparel; but to the enterprising teacher the list is ex-
haustless. Many teachers of our eity have, within the last two or three years, 
adopted this plan, and in every case it has proved a marked success.-Supt. 
Lucky , P ittsburgh. 
'Bentwals beginn1-ng with the ne",t n'f.lln'l,ber of the U Week-
'Z" at'&d e"'tent!il"W to.Ian.l, ··1881, - - $1.06. 
ncluding a B tnder, . 1.64. 
Extending to S'f.lIn'l,mer vacation .09. 
Including.a Binder," .69. 
' Benewals for one year, including a Binder, if sent be-fore July 1, 188'0, $2.00 
.' 
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MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. 
Editor-DAvID KIRK, Jackson, Minn. 
The' following ~iIl be of "interest" to our readers. [Ed. Math. Dept.] 
INTEREST. 
In my opinion, the best method of calculating interest is that which reo 
quires largely mental work and but few figures. These requisites ar ~ em-
bc?ied in the following, which is based on ~hese pdnciples: The interest on 
any sum of money for two months at 6 per cent ~s 1-100 of the principal; 
also the'interest on any sum at 6 per cent for six days is 1-1000 of the princi-
paL From these principles any example may be readily solved. ' For in-
stance it is required to find the interest on $350 for I year 5 months and 15 
days at 8 per cent: 
Interest at 6 per cent for 2 months=$3.so 
" """" "17" =$3 · 50X8~=29.7s 
" " " " 6 days = .35 \ . 
,'" " " "15" = ·35X2~=·875 
For interest at 8 per cent add to this ~ 
Total $30.625 
10.208~ 
$40.R33~ 
There is another method which I will illustrate by an example . . It will af-
ford teachers an opportunity of stu,dying the "whys and wherefores:" 
I EXAMPLE.-What is the interest at 10 per cent on $480 from M.1TC,h 15, 
,1878 to Feb. 12, 1880? 
The latter date is, of course, the minuend. 11l80-1878=2 years or 24 
months. To this add the number of the month [Feb.] named in the minu-
end which will give 26; Annex to the right of this as tenths, ~ of the num· 
berof days [12] given in the minuend which=26.4 . Beneath this write the 
number of the month [March] named in the subtrahend and ~ of the llUm-
ber of days [15] and s~btract 26·4-3·5=22·9· DIvide the principal by 12 
and muhiply the quotient obtained hy the per cent. 480+12=40. 40XIO= 
400 . Muhiplythis by the number derived from the time. 400 X 22.9=$91 .-
. 60 the ;equired interest. . . 
J. W·. LOWDERMILK. 
AUBURN, ILL., March 8, 1880. 
-----------------
. NI'WTON CRITICISED. 
The weight of a body at either pole if carried to the equator suffers a de-
creas~ of weight; and assum~d to desc end to a point in the' plane of the equa-
tor, at a distance fro'll the earth's center "qual ·to the distance of either pole 
from the eartb's center, the body will suffer another decrease in weight, and 
though at the same distance from the earth's center as when at either pole, 
the weight of the body will be less than when at either pole. This dissimi-
larityof weights at equal distances from the earth's center is a disproof of 
Newton's theorem by which he determined the weights of bodies at different 
places on the earth's surface. 
REV, W. ISAACS LOOMtS, 
MARTINDALE DEI'OT, Col. Co., N. Y. 
We shall reply t,) Mr. L')omis at a convenient tim·~.-[Ed. Math Dept.] 
APPROXIMATE ROOTS. 
In accordance with <>ur promise to dISCUSS the different methods of ex-
trac~ing numerical roots, we commence by extracting the cube root of 3 I, use-
'ing a, formula derived from the general binomial formula as ·follows : 
If in (x+a)'n~x"'(I+mX'::'+1Il X~X~+ m-I 1#-2 
, X 2 X" . 1IZX--2- X --3- X 
a 3 
~3+" ... ) 
w;e make 111- I r db ' ' 
- - , we get .or secon mem er x exponent I divided by n into 
fJ . 
I 
I ' a _I -,;--1 a2 
(1+ -X- + n X -- X - +etc.), 
n x 2 x· 
)' 
which by reduction gives x 
;xpOlient I' divided by 11 into 
I'Xa_IXfJ-I a' I fJ-I 2n--':1 a3 (1+_ ,; ;, 2n X +-X-X-- X- - . . ) n . n _ p _ 
In the above let x=27, the greatest perf~t cube in 31, and a=4. Also 
let ~=3:then weget(31)1 = 3(r+iX-!>r-1X1X,\\+ XIXfXn\\w.,.- ~ X, 
iXfxtxrifh+etc., :whicb byredu;tion may be written ill follows: , (31)t 
, , 
" 
=3+-t;.-rth+dl-;h-.~+etc., which equals 3.14138. This i 
correct to within .000001. 
If the nearest perfect power of a given de~ee is larger than the given 
Dumber, the value of a will be negative. 
For the readers of ollr department who desire something better than the [4 
-[3-15 puzzle, tbe following problems are recommended: 
I. Required the contents of a segment of an oblate speroid, the baj;e paral 
leI to the fixed axis, tbe height 18, and the axes 50 and 42 feet. . .... 
2. In the oblique-.l~gled spherical triangle ABC are given the side AB 75,0 
40/, and th ~ angle. a~ A 39° 38/, and B 580 22' to find the sides AC and BC 
and the angle at C, 
3, Revert the following series: 
x=v+iV3 +~VS+N![V7 +m1fv~+etc. 
Due credit will he givc!n to all who send correct solujons. 
-
A NEW OFFER! 
A-BINDER FOR EVERY RENEWAL! 
To every subscriber who will send us two dollars before July 
1,1880, we willsendafirst-rate oinder for the WEEKLY, and ex- , 
tend his subscription one year. This does not applyio fleW' sub- .. ' : 
scribers. We believe. in renewals. Most publishers make their . 
best offers to new subscribers, but we prefer to favor those whe · 
have already shown their interest in the WEEKLY and become 
our friends by subscribing for it. 
New subscribers are acceptable enough, but we prefer to re-
tain a thousand names on our list rather than exchange , them for 
a thousand new ones. 
So get a binder which will preserve the papers, as they are 
published, simply by sending us your renewal before the old 
subscription runs out. 
Or, if you have recently renewed, or cas not now spare the , . 
money, send $2 oO 'for some one else, whp is not a subscr-iber, 
and we will send the paper to him and the biD;de~ to JOU. 
AlEiV""The Binder mentioned. above is a new invention and not 
yet obtainable frqm the manufacturer. Weshall pmbably not be 
able to send out any for a month yet, but credit will be given (oJ) 
all renewals after this date, and the Binders forwarded as early 
as possible. 
The l~ading 'educational journals of tbis country are the Ntw England 
'Journal of. Educatiol', Boston, Ma~s., and THE EDUCATIONAl. WEEKL'I;:, 
Chicago. In breadth, solidity, and number of contributors the former is 
ahead, but in pith, point, Western news, and Western spirit, the latter is thll 
mere valuable to Wc!stern teachers .·-Prairit Farl1ur. 
THE EDUCATIONAL ·WEKKLY.--:.This sterling and subitantial publication , 
' / 
, " 
, 
has won a position well in the front of like papers of the country_ The re- I .. -
malkabl~ success attending the WEEKLY is largely due to the great abiliW of • 
the several writer; engaged; In variety and qUl\lity' of matter It stands un, • 
rivalled, an,d in its practical and theoretical discussions it is fresh and spark-
ling. Taking it all in all we cheerfully commend the WEEKLY to our teac~ers ' 
as well worth the money it cost'.s.-I?aily E-rjrtss"Easton, Pa. ,., 
, The Pral1'le Farmer occasiGnaUy publishes an edueat,ional , 
column. We found the first of the above extracts in that eolumn. 
It is edited by "one of the fools," but in spite of that fact ~e ' . 
believe the man of th~ Daily Express, has the keener discrimina 
tion. 
. "~n bre~dth, solidity, and number of contributors, the fo~mer is al}ead, but 
II) pIth, POlDt, Western news, and Western spirit, the latter is the more valua. 
ble to Western teachers." ' 
:'!he remarkable success attending the'WEEKl.Y is largely due to the great 
ablhty of the several writers engaged. 11z varidy and qllali4' f matln- it 
lIands u~rivalled." . 
Bot~ are good, but we like tne l~tter best j we believe 'it is 
nc:ar« the truth. 
", 
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THE STATES. 
INDIANA.-The Southern Indiana Teachers' Association held its fourth an-
nual session at Bloomington, March 17. _ 
Hon. J. H. Smart, in opening said, that he was informed that the mem-
bers of the Southern Indian Teachers' Association came to Bloomington, the 
'5eat of that glory of the common school system of Indiana, because they knew 
,that ther would receive a right royal welcome. He thinks that all will agree 
with him in saying that God's best gifts tv usare our children, and the highest 
earthly duty we have is to see that they are properly reared and educated. 
He then introduced J. W. Caldwell, Supt. Seymour schools, as president elect, 
who spoke at length of the faults and flaws picked in the system of tea~hing, 
and mode of districting 'he common schools j citing the past in comparison 
with later years. He also took strong ground against the assertion that it is 
the fault of our school sys'.em that the number of rejPctions in mihtary acade· 
mies had increased of late y~ars. He insisted that it is the fault of p,!liticians, 
who persist in making appointments in self-interest. 
The second day W. R. Halstead, A. M., President of 'De Pauw College, 
New Albany, delivered an address on the "Duty of Parents to the Common-
wealth, physically, mentally, and morally considered." 
Dr. Lemutl Moss opened the discussion. In his remarks he brought out 
many important pointS)ouching upon the subject. He thought it the imper· 
ative duty of parents to train up their children for the present time and for 
eternity j that the child has a right to this kind of trainIng. 
Many other valuable point~ were brought out by Prof. G. W. Hoss and Hon. 
J. H. Smart. 
The subject of Visual Teachinit was presented in a very able manner by 
Prof. W. R. Houghton, of Bloomington, in illustrating his melhod and plan 
of work by class drill. He proved forcibly the great superiority and value of 
such teaching. 
¥iss Mary Barton, of Washington, then read a paper on "Non-Professional 
Reading.." 
Ellen J. Stacler, of Bloomington, gave a class exercise in reading, with 
children. She began by obtaining from the class the subject of the lesson and 
a short account of the author. Her constant drill in the pronunCiatIOn of dif_ 
ficult words and eliCiting from the class appropriate definitions was very com. 
mendable. 
J. P. Funk, of Corydon, read a paper on Mathematical Teaching. He was 
fell owed in discussion by J. R. Trisler and W, A. Bell. 
R. A. Townsend, of Vmcennes, read a paper on "How may the High 
School be strengthened 'and built up in popular favor." 
Discussion opened by J. A. Wood, of Salem, in whi <;.h he maintains that 
the masses of the. people are not sufficiently acquainted wilh the high schcol . 
that tliey should be so educated that they lDay appreciate the b"enefits derived 
from it. Teachers must make the high school so effectual that it will becoine 
a public necessity. J. M. Olcott took very strong itrounds in opposition to 
the points presented in the paper read by R . A. Townsend, and advocated 
teaching temperance and religion in the schools. J. H. Madden, of Bedford, 
insisted that temperance and religion could be taught in school in such a 
manner as not to offend anybody, and that they should be thus taught. 
The evening was entirely devoted to a very interesting lecture delivered by 
. Prof. T. A. Wylie, of Bloomington, and which was illustrated by a calcium-
: light stereopticon, together with a great variety of other apparatus. '. 
The third day R. A. Townsend tendered his resignation as permanent 
secretary and treasurer, and A. H. Hastings was elected to fill his place. 
.:. The paper by Miss Libbie Shindler, of Lavonia, on "How may the pupils 
of our District Schools be interested in standard and current literature," was 
received with marked favor by all. 
Gmtl'al Discussion-liThe Educational OutIookj- or, .,the demand for more 
practical ·work." by D. E. Hunter and A. H. Ha~tings presented many facts 
gnowing that present results do not equal demands, and how such demands 
may be met. W. A. Bell and G.)N. Hoss continued the discussion, stating 
the necessity 'of teachers making their work more practical : 
'rhe following report from the committee cn nomi'nation of officers was' 
adopted: President D. E. Hunter; Vice-Presidents, A. C. Gpodwin, Asenath. 
Cox, Mag&ie McCalla j " Recording Secretary, J. A. Wood j Executive Com-
mittee, J. R. Trisl~r, c~airman, J. W. CaldweIJ, J. M. Wallace, A. H. Hasi- ' 
lngs, Mary Reed. 
Tbe very able paper prepared by D. M. Geeting, county superintendent, 
WashinetoD, on "Should the school year of our District School be divide'd in-
00 ~wo distinct sessions," was read hy T. G. Alf,!rd, Supt. Geeting being ab-
sent. J. S Gamble, of ' Connersville, in discussing the paper, says that they 
have tried the plan of dividing the school into two distinct ~essions j that It 
works well j that they find, a great advantage arising from it j that it brings 
into the schools a greater number j t h!!t the per cent of attendance is greatly 
increased by so doing. J. M. McGee, of Bloomington, indorsed the sentiment 
of the paper and that of the last speaker. R . A. Ogg thinks·that the facts gen-
erally are, that in the "two-term system," the summer term is often a poor 
one ' also that two long vacations tend to demoralize the school, as during 
, '. the!e long vacations pupils lose interest. He would suggest that the trustees; 
pay (qual wages in both winter and summer. The paper was still further dis-
cussed by T . G. Alford, J. A. Wood, and others. J . P. Patterson, of Wash-
ing'on, Ohio, delivered n very interesting lecture-:-subject, "Science, the Ex-
perimenter in the School Room," in which he ~tated that science should not 
only be taught in the institutes, colleges, and graded schools, but also in the 
district schools. The great field of science to children is to lead them to ob-
serve, thus developing in their minds the habit of seeing aright, and thus pre-
pare .them for systematic, scientific work in -the future . . 
The committee on enrollment rep'lrt eighty-six enrolled. The actual at-
tendance was probably 200. By the decision of the association its next an-
nu'll meeting will be held at Lawrenceburg, Ind., March 16, 17,and 18, IllS!. 
J. W. Caldwell, Prest. 
A. H. HASTIII(GS, Rec. Sec'y. 
The Sixth State oratorical contest was held April IS, at Indianapolis 
Seven colleges were represented. Lincoln Dixon, of the State Univel1'ity, 
Bloomington, subject, "The Standard Govnnment (If the Future," won the 
fir. t honor, and N. P. Courey, A~bury University, Greencastle, the second. 
Mr. Dixon represents the State in the inter-state contest at Oberiin, May 6. 
.. ith M·r. Courey as alternate. 
IowA.-The second annual MolY Mu ;i~al "'estival will be held at Muion, 
May 3;4,5,6,7, 1880, under the auspice; of the Polymnian Society. Prof. .H. 
R. Palmer, of New Y rk, will act as Conductor. He will oe aSSisted by Prof. 
1. H. Bunn, of the Cornell C:>lIege C >oservat )ry of Mu ,ic and Director of the: 
Polymnial'l Society j Prof. E . A. Leo, and other.. Special instruction will be 
given in style, solo, duet, and quartet singing, and the principles of musical 
elocution generally. The leading feature o( the festival will be the study and 
rendit:on of Haydn'S Grand 0 atori ,-"Tile Creation." Tickets admitting 
singers to festival and ~ingers' seats at concerts, $1.50. The leading railroads 
have consented to sell return tickets at speCial rates. Hotel accommodations, 
$1.00 per day. Full information may he obtained by addressing the secre-
tary, W. P. Robinson. 
Burlington has 6,115 school childrc:n and employs eighty-three teachers. 
The State Sunday School wil! be held in Des M.lines, June 15 •. 16, and 17· 
Judge Love of the U. S. District Coun spent last wee'( in his chair ill the 
law department of the State University. 
The Steamboat Rock scho:)ls have c1osc:d on acc lunt of the prevalence of 
diphtheri~ in the town. Nevada i, suffering frllm the same dreaded destroyer. 
Cedar CJunty will hold jler N l r,nal Institute Juring two weeks of August. 
The conductor engaged is one. of the able ·t educ9tor. of Wi;consin, and the 
assistants are experienced in normal work. 
The pupils of I he Tipton high school pr JP lse to provide rhetoric-al exercises 
one evening ' of every month during the school year. A small admission fee 
wiII be charged and the funds thus acquired will be used to buy new booki 
for the library. The plan is excellent. 
Prof. A. P. Haupt has been very su ~ce .; sful in teaching the German lan-
guage according to the natural method at Marshalltown . 
Scarlet fever and measles have bt;en making sad havoc among the children 
of Melrose, Monroe county, ,ays the Albia Union . 
Algona College ha~ closed its doors. The trustees, it is said, are convinced 
of the futility of any attempt to build up a college at that place. 
Mr. Thos. W. Eichelberger, city editor of the State R egister , died suddenly 
at Des Moines, April 4. ·Mr. E . ~as a hrilliant writer and tbe news of his 
sudd'en death will cause sorrow thrvughout Iowa. 
Des Moines Rtgister. : "Suel Fo~ter puts at fault the science and experience 
of the world by saying: 'Groves do Fot affect our annual rainfall. They only 
affect at best the lower beds of air, and have nothing to do with the great 
moisture bearing currents which bring us our rains.'" 
Whittaker, the maltreated West Point cadet, was formerly a student under 
Prof. Brewer, of Iowa College, while the latter was engaged in college work 
sn South Carolina. 
The last Ge.neral Assembly enacted the following laws relating to school 
matters: ' . 
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I. Amending sections 1'719 and 1808, providing for a choice by lot, when 
there is a tie vote for <jirector. 
2. Amending section 1717, giving electornhe power to transfer school· 
house funds unappropriated to either of the other funds. 
-3. Repealed chapter 1I3, laws of 17th General Assembly, and amended 
section 1802, so as to restore to the president his vote in all cases, and to pro. 
hibit in boards having but three directors, the treasurer from being a member 
of the board. 
4. Amending section 1822, S1 as to require bonds to be countersigned by 
the secretary. 
S. Amending section 1800, so as to allow villages anu towns of two hun-
dred or more inhabitants, to become independent districts. 
• 6. Enactin~ s~ction 1717, 1-2, providing for an extra meeting of the elec 
tors in cases where a house is destroyed. . 
7. Providing for the publication and distnbution of the school laws. 
8. Pro"liding that boards of directors in district townships may hold meet. 
ings in an independent district within the same civil township. 
9. Amending section I, chapter 133, of the 17th General Assembly, allow · 
ing rural independent districts to diVide, requiring not less than four govern-
ment sections, except where villages of 100 inhabitants are found, or wher~ , 
by reason of a stream or other obstacle, children are prevented from attend-
ing school, in which case it requires not less than two' government sections 
for such districts. 
10. Providing for different polling places in cities of more than 1,500 inhab-
itants. 
II . Amending ~ ection 1,79Srequiring hoards to set off territory of indepen -
dent districts, belonging to ar'joining counties, on the petition of two-thirds of 
the electors residing on the territory. 
12. Providing for the finding of judgment indebtedness of district town· 
~~. . ' 
13. Heducing the interest on the p~rmanent school fund to 8 per L~n t. 
14 Providing for the refundmg of outstandmg mdebtedness of district town-
ships or independent districts. 
MINNESOTA.--A state teachers' institute was held at Afton the hst week in 
March, which was well attended and profitable. County Superintendent Roe 
showed good management throughout. Prof. D. L. Kiehle lecture..sl Tuesday 
evening on the Philosophy of Discipline, and Pres . W. D . Parker. of River 
Falls State Nurmal School, Wisconsm. lectured Friday evening on "What is 
Education, and How do we ge~ It?" J. W. Gordon assisted Prof, Kiehle 
throughout the insti tute . As;istance was also rendered by Prof. Stanley. es . 
pecially in the department of musi£ and art. 
The needs of the State University were fully and earnestly presented to the 
Regents by Pres. W. W. Folwell, at their late meeting. Aft~r alluding to the 
competition wit~ which the Univt!rsity had to contend, and to the necessity 
that existed that the State University should be emphatically the best scholas-
tic institution in Minnesota, the President's letter then states the needs of the 
University: 
First-Men to fill Jiuch chairs as rhetoric and elo~ution . physics. history. 
French, butany and zoology. mechanical engineering. architecture, etc. 
Se~ond-Appli ances for inilruction. such as books}n unlimited number, 
chemacal and physical apparatus, engineering instruments. astronomical ob-
servatory and outfit. materials - general, 'echnoll)gical. agrh,ultural. and clas-
sical-for all ,he museums. an art gallery, etc. 
Third-,.-Buildings and furniture, comprising :l drill hall and gymnasium, 
libra y build ing . chemical and phyjcolliaboratory, a building for other scien 
tific work. and another for an astronomical observatory, an assembly hall to 
accommodate 2.500 people, etc. All these were necessary in orde'r to' fulfill. 
the' promises already made to the people, to say nothing 'of the new depart · 
men's- such as those of milling and forestrY-'-which may be added. To ac-
<;ump]ish th; task will require a large sum of money. The annual income 
for instruction and current expenses should be raised to $5o,QJO a year, and, 
after five years to $60,000 per annum. _ The legislature should be requested 
to !lPpropriate $3.0,000 for ten years for buildi!lgs, apparatus, and other appli-
ances. With such sums at the dispos I of the regents. the president feels that 
the future might be confiden' ly faced, and Minnesota would be given a uui, 
versity worthy her wealth and ambition. . 
Unduubtedly the President's c.>mmunication will receive due consideration by 
the Regents, and his wishes be complied with as far as it is at present possible. 
Next July will be celebrate 1 the two hundreth anniversary of the discovery 
of St. ,Anthony 1"alts. 
Hamiine University will be dedicated abolut the first of July next. and 
".,ened for instruction Sept. 22. The institution is situated midway between 
Minneapolis and St, Paul. at a p Jint hereafter to be known as Hamline. Prof. -
D. C. John; p' incipal of the Mankato Normal School, has been chosen Pres-
ident by the Board 'of Trustees. • 
A new course of study has been under c.)nsiueration by the faculty of the 
University for ' some time. The chief change in the present curriculum, as 
lately adopted by the Regents, consists in the courses for the junior and the 
senior years, in which the elective ~tudics take a wider range. In fact, only 
on~ "required' portion of study is demanded from the st.-udent, and he selects 
the remainder of his studies from a prescribed list. This system is not a\to- _ 
gelher novel, aj it has been adopted by the Michigan University, where it 
has been found to work succ~ssfuI:y. 
ILLlNOlS.-Tne high schnol at Gib,on City 2:raduates its first Class this 
year-five young ladies. Mr. W . A. Wetzell is principal. 
The Wtnnebago county institute. as was expected, prove,l a grand success. 
Some of the most competent instructors in the sta.te were present t~ aid Mr, . 
Carpenter in her heroic work. Among them were Prof. Seymour. of Nor-
mal; D. S. Wt!nthworth, principal of Cook county Normal; Hon. Newton 
Bateman. president of Knox College; J. H. Blodgett. and several others'. 
Tne Alumni of Buda public school take the lead in preparing for the an. 
nual reunioll at the clost! of the school year. This secures a very pleasant : 
occa-hm for the patron_ of the ~choor without burdening the already OVI,-
laden shuuluers oi lh ~ tt!acho:rs. 
We wt:lcome the Bureau Cuunty R~fmb 'ica1t to .our exchange list. Its ed 
ucational Dep:utment und :r Supt. Harrington and its page of letters from the 
county lowns are a boon to the educational news gatherer. 
The Ottawa R epublica'l announces an excellent program for institute at 
Peru the last week of April. The teachers from abroad who are on the pro· 
gram are County Supt. Williams, Pres. Hewett, Prin. Thorpe. and Misses 
Vaughn and Howse. Evening lectures are announced by E. C. Hewett and 
E. C. Stant.)\l. Their subjects are not given. 
A cer ain journal published remote from Illinois contains an article criti, 
cising the summer session at Normal as an unwise attempt to put teachers at 
hard study on the higher branches during hot weather. The writer opines 
that teacbers will do more for their schools by devoting their summer to play 
than by attending this school. 
We. do not presume to say what mly b! the 'greatest need of teachers in 
Yankee land or other remote regions, but we are sure that hosts of earnest 
tt!achers in Illinois need nothing else so much.-as an opportunity to study by 
actual observation and participation the highest art and science of their pro, 
fe ;sion. Our teachers are not the physical weaklillgs that must waste three 
months a year in play that they may be able to work the other nine. ' 
We havt! received a copy of the program prepared at its late meeting by the 
Execu'.ive Committee of the Illinois Society of Scho:>1 Principlls. Among 
the topics are "The Quincy Method," "Supervision,'" ·Prominclation· ... _ 
"Teachers' Meetings," "Teaching of M Jrals," and "County Superinten~ents' 
Examinations." Among th ! prominent teachers who have been invited to 
presei,t exercises are H . L. Boltwood, W. B. Powell. P. R. Walker, E. A. 
Gastman. Wm. Jenkin~ , J. F. E ' erett, Alfred Kirk. L . T. Re~an, C. A. Smith 
M. Andrews, Chas. Parker. R. H. Begg:<. H . C. McDougall, G. E. Knepper, 
J. H . Freeman. A. 1\1. Brooks. J. H. Blodgett. and CJunty Superintendents 
'D. F . lhrg~. Ben Allensworth. Mary 1. Reed. and Mary A. West. Alec, 
turer for one of the evenings has not y<!t been chosen. We shall publish the 
program in full when it takes permanent form. The meeting will be held at 
Ottawa, beginning at 7:3.0 P. M., June 3.0 and lasting two days. The usual . 
reduction of rates may be expected. 
Prof. Nichols succeeds Andrew Wilson in the Principalship at Blue Mound, 
Macl)n county. 
Miss Mattie Lyon" an e;timable young la y schoolteacher of Tuscola. III.. 
dismisseJ her school last week to wait on a sick sister, living near Murd.ock. 
Tuesday morning she built a fire in the grate of the dining-room, and resting . -
her feet on a box near the fire, fell asleep. and was awakened by her c\'?tbing 
catching fire. Her brother in-law hastened to her rescue. but she was so badly 
burned that she died the next morning.-Ex. 
A summer institute will be he ld in the n~w H.gh School Building at Otta-
wa. L:l Salle C ,unty. Illinois, comm~ncin" on Monday. July S. The insti-
tute will be conducted in the form of a regular school drill. Lessons wiij be 
a :signed daily by topics and prepared for . reCitation. No particular text-books 
will be required. H~nry L. Boltwood. Principal of the Ottawa High Sc~ool, 
and JOieph Carter. Superintend~nt of Schools in Peru. will give their full . 
time during the entire session. For furthur information address H. L. Bolt· 
wood. Ottawa, Ill.. or R. Wi 'l iams. County Superintendent of Schools, 
MICHIGAN.-The regents of the Univer:;ity have decided to appoint no COUIl-
sel in the Rose-Douglas case, thus allowing the appeal to the Supreme' Court 
to 'go hy ·defaylt. The salary ef Acting Presidentt Professor H. S. Frieze has 
been increased to $3.500. H. C. Adams, of Johns Hopliins Uiliversity, w. 
,appointed lecturer on political economy at.a salary of '1800. Herbert-'Futtle, 
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formerly Berlin correspondent of the London Nnus, was appointed lecturer 
, on inter-national law at a salary of $600. These two appointments were made 
to provide for the absence of Dr. Ang :lI, who goes in a few weeks to China. 
,Theo. H. Johnson, class of '74, was appointed instructor in Latin; salary, 
$800. 
Peof. Bnrns, of Olio, anthor of Bnrns' Grammar, ii at Cedar Springs trying 
·to get a class for instrnction. Having met Mr. Burns and enj')yed a very 
pleasant two hours' talk with him on the subject of grammar, we are glad to 
say that he is thoronghly well ver,ed in the principle; of our language, and 
defends his few peculiar ideas with the u(mo,t tenacity and good logic. 
Geo. L. Stuart, School Inspector for SchoJicrafc, writes us that the districts 
in his (ownship where cheapness has been made the first attribute of the 
teacher's qualifications are not flourishing. He thinks the (wo mm tax alone 
will !lot support a g.10d school. The high scbool cour. e of Schoolcraft U. 
S. is about to be chanIed from a scientific to a more purely classical and 
mathematical. ' , 
, The township of Brady e1~cted a lady superintendent. Schoolcraft defeated 
a lady by a small majority. 
A young Miss from one of the rnral schools, who is in the Fourth grade 
~ of the Cedar Springs school, at oue last examination gave this answer to the 
question : What is a word? "A word is a noise we make when we get hurted." 
We are indebted to Prof. D. P. Simmons for the following items: Mason 
Union School has bought during the present school year 200 vols. for a school 
library, also the American Encyclopedia. The board has promised to invest 
$1C'p more next fall. Geograpby and reading are taught in this school mainly 
outside of a regular text,book. Prof. Simmons intend, to get hiS system of 
t~aching geography patented. The graduatin61; class are fully up with their 
work. _ The Juniors gave an exhibition at the close of the last term which is 
'spoken of in the highest terms of approval. The offi ~er~ of the <:: ,unty Fair 
hne agreed to provide for an educational department, and have appointed 
Prof. Simmons superintendent of the same. 
Prof. F. E. Thurber, of Grattan, sends If! good cheer from his corner of the 
vineyard. 
Prof. Fallass and lady, of Chesaning, 'gave Cedar Springs a visit la<;t week. 
Tbeir school was closed on account of scarlet fever. 
The Ann Arbor Register annonnces that Mr. J. M. S~hoeberle, amstant at 
the Observatory, has discovered a cOrPet with a refl :ctor of his OW,I m lnufac-
lure. 
Emannel Gerechter, teacher of G! rman in the Grand Rapids high school, 
has accepted a call to Milwaukee, and will leave for his new field of labor 
,about May I. , 
A movement is on foot to establish a kindergarten school in Saginaw C:ty , 
Such a school has been in successful operation in East Sagina~ f»r several· 
years. ' 
The graduates df the East Saginaw high school have formed an alumni as-
, sOj:iation. 
There will be a rennion of the pharmaceutical alumni of Michigm Univer-
sity, Wednesday, June 30. 
Bishop Harris, of the Episcopal diocese of Michigan,' h 15 con.ented to de-
li,ver the, address at Univer;ity commencement next June. 
The Grand Rapids industrial school is meeting with greater snccess and en· 
couragement than many at its fir.;t establishment predicted. , 
J. S, Cro r bie, superintendent of the schools at Coldwater, who has been 
sick for some time, has returned to his position. 
WISCONSIN.-Mr. C. W . Roby, of ClCrosse, is ab )lit to start for Colorado 
'to spend the summer. 
The Whitewater Register say. : "Great care is being taken with the pu-
. 'Pils in the Whitewater public schools in the department of drawing, design-
ing, :lnd the like. The im?:ov.!m! :lt that hot.; been made in this direction is 
remarkable, and pupils in onr schools c~n shoN a proficiency in this useful 
branch of education which would have seemed almost incredible twenty years 
ago. Through the kindness of' Mr. Reigle we have been permitted to exam-
' 'ine a considerable number of specimens." 
OHIO.-A spelling ;eform association has been formed at Oberlin, and em-
, ' brac):s some 01 the best men in the college as well as the best men of the 
town. It is expected that they will secure the adoption of the reformed spell-
ingin tlIe public schools.-Exdl.nge. 
, Father Mears, a Roman Catholic priest of _Youngstown, has denounced the 
, p,ublic schools, and refused to absolve the sins or admit to co~munion persons 
'who 'sent their children t!> them • 
. ' 
THE HOME. 
A RI.DE FOR LIFE. 
FROM "A FOOL'S ERRAND"-BY ONE OF THE FOOLS, 
IT wa~ just at sundown, and Lily Servosse was sitting on the porch at Warrington, watching the sunset glow, when a 
horseman came in sight, and rode up to the gate. After a mo_ 
ment's s~rutiny of the pr~mis",s he seemed satisfied, and utter$!d 
the usual halloo which it is customary for one to give who de-
sires to communicate with the household in that country. Lily 
rose, and advanced to the .steps. 
"Here's a letter," said the horseman, as he held an envelope 
up to view, and then, as she started down the steps, threw it over-
the gate into the avenue, and, wheeling his horse, cantered easily 
away. Lily picked up the letter. It was directed in.a coarse, 
sprawling hand-
" "COLONEL COMFORT SERVO'SSE, 
WARRINGTON. " 
In the lower left-hand corner, in a more compact and business-
like hand, were written the words, "Read at once." Lily read 
the superscripti~n carelessly as she went up the broad avenue. 
She went into the house,' and, calling'for a light, glanced once 
more at the envelope, and then broke the seal. It read: 
"COLONEL SERVOSSE-A raid of K . K. has been ordered to 
intercept Judge Denton on hiS way home to-night (the 23d inst.). \ 
It is understood that he has telegraphed to you to accompany 
him home. Do not do it. If you can by any means, give him 
warning. It is a big raid and mea1}s business. The decree is, 
that he shall be tied, placed in the middle of the bridge across 
the river, the planks taken up on each side, so as to 'prevent a 
rescue, and the bridge set on fire . ,I send this warning for your 
sake. Do not trust the telegl'ap~. I shall try to send this by a 
safe hand, but tremble lest it should be too late. I dare not, sign 
my name, but subscribe myself your UNKNOWN FRIEND." 
The young girl stood for a moment paralyzed with horror at 
the danger which threatened her father. It did not once occur 
to doubt the warning she had received. She glanced at the 
timepie,ce upon the mantel. The hands pointed to 8 o'clock. 
"Too late, too late!" she cried, as she clasped her hands, and 
raised her ey~s to heaveu in prayerful agony. She saw that she 
could not reach Verdenton in time to prevent their taking the 
train, and she knew it would be useless to telegraph afterward. 
It was evident the wires were under control 'of the Klan, and there 
was no probability that a message would be delivered, ifscnt, in 
time to prevent the catastrophe. 
"Oh, my dear, dear papa!" she cried, as she realized more 
fully the danger. "0 God! can nothing be done to save him ?" 
-Then a new thought flashed upon her mind. She rail to the 
back porch, and called, sharply but quietly: 
"William! Oh, William!" 
"William !" said Lily, as the stable-boy, appeared, "put my 
saddle on Young Lollard, and bring him round as quick as pos-
sible. " , 
, "But, Miss Lily, you' 'know dat hoss-" the servant began to 
expostulate. ' 
"I know all about' him, William. Don't wait to talk. Bring 
him out." 
"All right, Miss Lily," he 'replied with a bow and a scrape. 
But as he wellttoward the stable, he soliloquized angrily: ' "Now, 
what for Miss Lily want to ride dat pertlckerler hoss, you s'pose ? 
Never did afore. ' Nobody but de kunnel ebber on ,his back, an' 
he hab his hands full wid him sometimes. Dese furrer-bred 
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hosses jes' de debbil, 'I.11yhow! Dar's dat young Lollard, now, 
it'~ jest 'bout all a man's life wuth ter rub him down an' saddle 
him. Why can't she take de ole un? Here you, Lollard, corne 
outen dat !" 
He thre~ open the door of the iO'lg'"~stable where the horse had 
his quarters, as he spoke, and almost instantly, with a short, 
vicious whinney, a powerful dark-brown horse leaped into the 
m09nlight, and with ears laid back up:>n his si,nuous neck, white 
teeth bare, and thin, blood-red nostrils distended, rushed toward 
the servant, who, with a loud "Dar now! Look at him! Whoa! 
See de darn rascal!" recreated quickly behind the door. The 
horse rushed once or twice around the little stable-yard, and 
then stopped suddenly beside his keeper, and stretched out hIS 
head for the bit, quivering in every limb with that excess of vi-
tality which only the thoroughbred horse ever exhi~its. 
Before the horse was saddled, Lily had donned her riding-
habit, put a revolver in her b::lt, as she very frequently did when 
riding alone, swallowed a ha5ty supper, scrawled a short note to 
her mother on the envelope of the letter she had received-which 
she charged William at once tv carry to her-and was ready to 
start on a night -ride to Glenville.. _ 
The brawny groom with difficulty held the restless horse by 
the bit; out the slight girl, who stood upon the block with pale 
fac,e and set teeth, gathered the reins in her hand, leaped fear-
lessly into the saddle, found the stirrup, and said, "Let him go!" 
without a quiver in her voice. The man loosed his hold. The 
horse stood upright, and pawed the air for a moment with his 
feet, gave a few ~ighty leaps to make sure of his liberty, and 
then, stretching out his neck, bounded forward in a race which 
would require all the mettle of his endless line of noble sires. 
As 'she was borne like an arrow down the avenue, and turned 
into the Glenville road, Lily 'heard the whistle of the train as it 
left the depot at Verdenton, and knew that upon her coolness 
- _ and resolution alone depended the life of her father. 
It wa's, perhaps, well for the accomplishment of her pUrpose, 
that, for someti~e after setting out on her perilom; journey, Lily 
Servosse had enough to d,} to maintain her seat, and guide and 
control her horse. 
She had always made it a rule to visit his stall every day, so 
that, although she had never ridden him, the horse was familiar 
with her person and voice. It was well for her that this was the 
caSe, for, as he dashed away with the speed of the wind, she felt 
how powerl~ss she waS to restrain him by means of the bit. Nor 
'did she attempt it. Merely feeli~g his mouth, and keeping her 
eyes upon the ,road before him, in order that no sudden start to 
right or left should take her by surprise, she coolly kep.t her seat 
and tried to sooth him by her voice. 
With head outstretched and sinewy neck strained to its utmost, 
he flew over the ground in a wi ld, mad race with the evening 
wind, as it seemed. 
, The night 'was growing chilly by this time. Ks the wind struck 
her at the hilltop.she remembered that she had thrown a hooded 
waterproof about her before starting. She stoPlled her horse, 
and, taking off her hat, gathered her long hair into a mass, and 
thrust it into the hood, which she drew over her head, and 
pressed her hllt down ,on it .. Then she gathered the reins, and 
they went on in that long, steady stride which marks the high-bred 
horse when he gets thoroughly down to his work. 
Once or twice soe drew rein to determine which road to take, 
" Sometimes her way lay through the forest, a.d she was startled 
by the cry of the owl ;ano~ it waS through the reedy bottom 
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land, and the half-wild hogs, starting from their lairs, gave her 
an instant's fright, The moon cast strange shadows around her, 
but still she pushed on, with this only one thought in her mind, 
that her father's life was at stake, and she alone could save him, 
She had written to her mother to go back to Verdenton, and 
telegraph to he~ fath-er j but she put no l}ope in that. How she 
trembled, as she passed each fork in the rough and ill-marked 
<;:ountry road, lest she should tak~ the right hand when she ought 
to' turn to the left, and so lose preciou~, priceless moments! .How 
her heart beat with joy when she carne upon any remembered 
landmark! And all the time her mind was full of tumultuous 
prayer. Sometimes it bubbled over her lips in tender, disjointed 
accents. 
"Father! Papa, dear, dear papa!" she cried to the bright, 
still night that lay ' around; li.nd then the tears burst over the 
quivering lids and ran down the fair cheek in torrents. She ' 
pressed her hand to her hea~t as she fancied that a gleam of 
redder light shot athwaFt the northern sky, and she thought of ~ 
terrible bon'fire 1hat would rage and glow above that horizon ·if 
she failed to bring timely warning of the danger. How her heart 
, throbbed with thankfulness as she galloped through an avenue of 
giant oaks at a cross-roads where she rememb~red stopping with 
her father one day! He had told her that it was half-way from 
Glenville to Warrington. He had watered the;r horses there; 
and she remembered every word of pleasant badinage he had ad-
dressed to her as they rode horne. Had one ever before so dear, 
so tender a pan:nt? The tears carne again, but she drove ~hem 
back with a half-involuntary laugh. "Not· now, not now!" sJ{e 
said. ~'No, nor at all They shall not corne at all j for I w-ill' 
save him. 0 God, help me! I am but a weak girl. Why did 
the letter corne so late? But I willsave him l' Help me, Heaven! 
-guide and help !'} 
She glanced at her watch as she passed from under the shade' 
of the oaks, and~ as she held the dial up to the moonlight, gave 
a scream of joy. It was just past the stroke of nine. ,She had 
still an hour, and half the distance had been accomplished, in h.alf 
that time. 
Still on and on the brave horse bore her with untiring limb. 
Half the remaining distance is now consumed, and she comes to 
a place where the road forks, not once, but inte four brancheF. 
It is in the midst of a level old field, covered with at hick growth 
of scrubby vines. Through the masses of thick green are white 
lanes, which stretch away in every direction, with no visible dif-
ference save in the density or frequency of the shadows'whi'ch ' fall 
aClOSS them. She tries to think which of the many intersecting ' 
paths leads to her destination. She tries this and then that for 
a few: steps, consults the stars to determine in what direction 
Glenville lies, and has almost decided upon 'the first to the right,; 
when she hears a sound which turns th~ blood to ice in her 
veins. 
A shrill whistle sounds to the left-once, twice, thrice-llnd 
then. it is answered from the wad right iri front. There are two 
others. Oh God! if she but knew which road to take! She' 
knows well enpugh the meaning of those signals.' She has heard , 
them before. The mru.ked cavaliers are closing in upon her; , 
and, as if frozen to stone, she sits her horse in the clear moon-
light, and cannot choose. -
She is- ~ot thinkfng of herself. It is not for herself, that ~he 
fears j but there has corne over her a hor.rible numbing sensation 
' that she' is lost, for she dees n'ot know which road, leads to ' those : 
she seeks to ~ve; and at the same lime there comes ,the certaih 
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conviction that to err would be fatal. There are but two 
roads now to c.hoose from, since she h.1s heard the fateful signals 
from the left and front; - but how much depends upon that 
choice! "It must be this, "she says to herself; and, as she says 
It, the sickening conviction comes, "No, no; it is tne other !" 
She hears hoof-strokes upon the road in front, on that to her leff, 
and 'now, too, on that which turns sheer to the right. From one 
. to the other the whistle sounds-sharp, short signals. Her heart . 
sinks within her. She has halted at the very rendezvous of the 
enemy. They are all about her.· To attempt to ride down either 
road now is to invite destruction. 
She wJke from her stupor when the first horseman came in 
sight, and thanked God for her d3rk ho·rse and colorless habit. 
~he urged young Lollard amung the dense scrubpines which grew 
between the two roads from which she knew that she must choose, 
turned his head back toward the point of intersection, drew her 
revolver, leaned over upon his neck, and pe red through the 
over-hanging branches. She patted her horse's head, and whis-
pered to him softly to keep him still. 
Hardly had she placed herselfin hlrling, before the open space 
'around the in tersecting roads was al ive with disguised horsemen. 
_ She could ca '. ch glimpses of thl'ir figures as she gaze<;l through 
the clustering pines. Three m,'n came into the road which ran 
_ ' along to the right of where she stood. They were hardly five 
steps from whe.re she lay, pmting, but determined, on the faith-
ful horse, whicl1 moved not a muscle. Once he had neighed 
before they came so near; but there were so many horses neigh-
ing, and snuffling, that no one had heeded it. She remembered 
a lillie flask 'which Maggie had put into het pocket. It was 
-wnisky: She put up her revolver, drew out the flask, opened it, 
poured some in her hand, and, leaning forward, rubb~d it on the 
horse's nose. He did not offer to neigh again. 
Considerable confusion arose Iamong the gathered riders, who 
had some difference of opinion], .and Lily, with her revolver 
ready cocked in hel hand, turned, and ~autiously made her way 
-to the road which had been indicated by their talk as the one 
, '-which led to Glenville Just as her horse stepped into the path, 
an overhanging limb caught her hat, and pulled it off, together 
with the hO,od of her waterproof, so that her hair fell down again 
. upon her shoulders: She hardly noticed the fact in hcr excite-
ment, and, if she had, could not have stopped to repair the acci-
dent. She kept her hJti;e upon the shady side, walking upon the 
grass as much as possible to prevent attracting attention, watch. 
, ··ing on all sides for any scattered members of the Klan. She had 
, 'Proceeded thus about 150 yards, when she came "to a turn 'in the 
. road, and saw sitting before her in the moonlight, one of the 
disguised horsemen, evi,dentiy a sentry, who had been stationed 
, ,there to see that no one came upon the camp unexpectedly. He 
, was faCing the other ,yay, but just at that instant turned, and, 
see(ng he!: indistinctly in the shadow, cried out at once-
, "Who's there? Halt!" 
They were not twenty yards apart. Young Lollard trembled 
with excitement under the tightly·drawn rein. Lily thought of 
'her father half-prayerfully, half-fiercely, bowed close , over' her 
, h0l'Se's neck, and braced herself in the saddle, with every muscle 
as tense as those' of the tiger wai ting for his leap. Almost before 
,the words were out of the sentry's mouth, she had given Young 
Lollard tbe spur, and shot like an arrow into the bright moon-
light, straight toward the black muffled horseman. 
"My God !" he cried, amazed at the sudden apparition. 
She was close upon. him in an instant. There was a shot; his 
. , 
startled horse sprang a5ide, and Lily, urging Young Lollard to 
his utmost speed, was flying down the road toward Glenville. 
She heard an uproar behind-shouts, 'and one or two shots. On, 
on, she sped. She knew now every foot of the road beyond: 
.She looked back, and saw h~r pursuers swarming out of the wood 
into the moonlight. Just then she was in shadow. A mile, two 
miles, were passed. She drew in her horse to listen. There was 
the noise of a horse's hoofs coming down a hill she had just de~ 
scended, as her gallant steed bore her, with almost undiminished 
stride, up the opposite slope. She laughed, even in her terrible 
excitement, at the very thought that anyone should attempt to 
overtake her. 
They'll have fleet steeds that follow, quo:h young L ')cbinvar, 
she hummed, as she patted Young Lollard's outstretched neck. 
She turned when they reached the summit, her long hair stream-
ing backward in the moonlight like a golden banner, and saw 
the solitary horseman on the 0pPJsite slope; then turned back 
and passed over the hill. 
The train from Verden ton had reached and left Glenville . . The 
incomers had been divided between the rival hotel<, the porters 
had removed the luggage, and the agent was just entering his 
office, when a foam·flecked horse, with bloody nostrils and fiery 
eyes, ridden by a young girl with a white, set face, and fair, 
flowing hai~, dashed up to the station. 
"Judge Denton!" the rider shrieked. 
The ageqt had but time to motion with his l11nd, anti she had 
swept on toward a carriage which was being swiftly driven away 
from the statiC'm, and which was just visible at the turn of the ' 
village street 
"Papa! papa!" shrieked the girlish voice as she swept on. 
A frightened face glanced backward from the carnage, and in 
an instant Comfort Servosse was s:andil1g in the path of the 
rusbing steed. 
"Ho, Lollard!" he shouted, in a voice which ran2" over the 
sleepy town like a trumpet note. 
The amazed horse veered quickly to one side, aild stopped as 
if stricken to stone, while Lily fell insensible in her father's arms. 
When sh~ recovered he was bending over her with a look in bis 
eyes which she will never forget. 
THE RECESS. 
--New spelling: I1worth (L~a"enwlJrth); IO;C (Tenr\es>ee~; y&. (\Yy-
dotte).-Pioneer Press. 
-"Mamma, what lire twins made for?" Her precious brother replied: 
"So 'that cal,lnibals may eat philopcenas." 
-"Tommy, my son, what is longitude?" "A clothes-line, papa." "Prove 
it, my son." "Because it stretche; from pole to pole." 
-An old miser having listened to a powerful disc~urse on . charity said: 
"That sermon so strongly proves the necessity of :\1 m<;gi ving that I've almost 
a mind to beg." ~ 
-"Neuralgia" is the charming name of a charming girl in F:orida . Her 
' fond mother found it on a medici~e . b)ttle, and was ca :>tivated with ils sweet-
ness. SO' some young man is doomed to suffer neumlgia of the heart! 
-A schoolboy spelled d e c-i·m·a-l and pronounced it dismal. "Wbat do 
you 'mean by calling that dismal?" exclaimed the teacher. "'Cause it is," 
answered the boy. "It's dismal fractions, All fractions are dismal. There 
isn't a bit of fun in any of 'em." 
-AJittle girl in Bro Jkline ~as saying her prayers the other evening, dos-
il)g up with: "God bless papa and mamma, little sister, and everybody, and 
keep lis f;om harm this night. Amen." Toe "little si;ter," a 'bright. eyed 
puss of fiv.: .years, q lietly remuked: "If you'd said 'every body' to begin 
wilh.you -needn't hao,:e made such a"' long. pr~yer." 
~~I 
THE IENEID .OF VIRGIL, TRANSLATED B'y GEORGE HOWLAND, GHIOAOO. 
"Grant us permission, we pray thee, to draw up our wind-shattered vessels, 
" And to refit them with timbers, or fashion new oars from the forest,- . 
U If it is granted that we may proceed with our king and companions 
" Onward to Italy, that we may Italy seek with rejoicing; 
, 555 "But if all safety is past, and t'hou, esteemed head of the Trojans, 
"Sleep'st in the Libyan sea, nor hope now remains for Iulus, 
"That .we at least may seek the Sicilian straits and the dwellings, 
" Whence we came hither, still open; and good' king Acestes.' , 
Thus spake Ilioneus, ~hile with one voice the Trojans applauded, 
560 Fully approving. 
Dido with downcast look then briefly made answer as ' follows: 
"Banish this fear from your hearts, 0 Trojans, dismiss all yoar troubles I 
, . . \ 
"Dangers and hardships attending the government newly established 
~' Force me to take the~e precautions, and keep with a guard my wide borders. 
. 565 "Who does not · know of the city ~f Troy, or the race of Aeneas? 
"Who oftheir virtues and heroes, their wars and their last conflagration? 
." Not so. unfeeling tne hearts that we Carthaginians carry, 
" Nor does the sun yoke his steeds so far from tpe Tyrian city. 
"Whether you still great Hesperia seek, and the country 9f Saturn, 
5,70 "Or may .the realms of Eryx pref~r and the good king Acestes, 
f'I! will dismiss you in ,safety with aid; and assist with my riches; 
"And should you choq~~ to remain on like terms with myself in my kingdom, 
" Whatsoe: er city I build, it is yours.; then draw up your vessels! 
"Trojan and T.yrian here sh:~.ll discern in me no distinction. 
(, W quId that yO)lr king Aeneas himself were with us here present, 
"Borne by the self-same wind! Indeed i will send trusty persons, 
,; Bidding them search through all lands to Libya's uttermost limits, 
"Lest in distress he-may now in some forest or 'city be wandering." 
. Cheered by these words, of the 'queen, brave Achates and father Aeneas 
Now a long time had been burning to burst the thick cloud that concealed them. 
FIrst to break ,silence Achates addresses these words to Aeneas: 
" Son of a goddess,.. what thoughts are these that now swell in your bosom? 
" All things are saf!!, as you see, both our fleet and companions recover~d, 
." One only wanting, 'and him we ourselves saw o'erwhelmed in the'waters; -
. 585 ,:~"Everything else' corresponds to the words that we heard from your mother." 
Scarce had he uttered these words when the cloud that surrounded them vanished, 
Quicldy dissolving in air, as pure and transparent as :ether. 
-l'here stood Aeneas .disclosed in the undimmed hrightness resplendent, 
Se~ming in feature and' form as a ,god; for in love had his mother . 
Breat)led on h~r 'SDn ~acefulf locks, and, the bright bloom of youth had imparted, 
I ., ," • 
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And to"his eyes a bright lustre, that sparkled, as beaming with gladness; 
As whe.n the hand of the artist gives ivory polish and , beauty, 
Or as when Parian marble or silver with gold is surrounded. 
'Then, unforeseen by, them all, thus at once the queen he addresses: 
" Here in your presence am I whom you seek, the Trojan Reneas, 
" Rescued unharmed from the dangers incurred on the Libyan waters. 
"Thou who alone hast pitied the terrible fate of the Trojans, 
" Who hast in kindness received those left of us still by the' Grecians,-
" Both on the land and the sea dow exhausted by manifold hardships,-
"Welcoming us in our need to a share in your home and your city, 
,. Not in our power is it, Dido, to make thee a proper requital, 
" Nor of the Trojan nation, where. through the wide world it is scattered; 
" But may the Gods, if there be any power that regardeth the upright,-
"-if there exist aught of justice, and conscious possession of virtue-
"Worthy rewards may they grant! What age was so b>est as to bear thee? 
"Who were the fortunate ones so ennobled in being thy parents? 
" Long as the rivers shall flow to the sea, as long as the shadows 
" Com?ass the sides of the moun'tains or stars subsist in the heavens, 
"Always with us shall remain your honor your name and your praises, 
" Whatsoe' er regions shall call me." Thus having spoken he seizes 
First with his right hand I lioneus, then with his left hand Serestus, 
Afterward others, as ,Gyas, the valiant, and valiant Cloanthus. 
'Much was Sid(>Dian Dido astonished, at first by the pr~sence, 
Then by the wonderful fate Df the hero, and thus she made' answer: 
" Son of a goddes5, what fortune through all these great dan!{ers pursues thee? 
" What is the force that compels thee to visit this barbarous country? 
" Are you indeed that Aeneas whom once the beautiful V~nus 
" Near to the Phrygian Simois bon! to the Trojan Anchises? 
" Now I remember that Teucer once came to the city of Sidon, 
" When from his country expell~d, desiring to found a new kingdom, 
"Aided by Belus, my father, who then was wasting rich Cyprus, 
"Which by victorious arms he successfully held in subjection. 
"Onward from that time to this have the Trojan city and people 
"AU been familiar to me, and your name and the royal Pelasgi. 
"He, though a foe, always mentioned tl'le Trojans with high commendation, 
"Wishing that he too had sprung from the ancient stock of the Trojans; . 
"Wherefore, make haste, my young sirs, and come now at once to the palace! 
"Under a similar fortune, through manifold dangers and hardships, 
"I too was finally led to establish myself in this country. 
"Knowing :vhat 'wr!!tchedne~ is, I have learneq t~ succor the wretched." 
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LITTLE GOLDENHAIR. 
Goldenhair clambered on gmndpapa's knee, 
Deal' little goldenhnir, tired was she; 
All the day busy aA busy could be. 
Up in the morning as soon as 'twas light, 
Out with the birds and the butterflies bright, 
Skipping about till the coming of night. 
GmndpaplJ. toyed with the curls on hElr h ead ; 
"What has my darling been doing, " he said 
"Since she arose, with the sun, from h er bed?" 
"Pitty '~uch," answered the sweet little one, 
"I cannot tell, so much things 1 have done; 
Played with my dolly and feeded my Bun. 
"And then 1 jumped with little Joe's rope; 
And made,out of some water and bright frothy 
soap, . 
Round beautiful . worlds, Mamma's castles of 
' hope. . . r , 
"I afterwards readed in my picture book; 
And B ella ana 1 we went down to look 
For smooth little ijtones by the side of the 
brook. 
"And then 1 comed home and eated my tea; 
And 1 climbed upon Gmndpapa's knee, 
And r se just as tired us tired can be. " 
Lower and lower the little h ead pressed, 
Until it dropped upon Gmndpapa's breast , 
Deal' Httle Goldenhair! sweet be thy rest. 
We are but children. The things that we do, 
Are-as sports of a babe, to the Infinite view, _ 
Whic!J, marks all our weakness and pities it, too. 
God· grant 'that when night o'ershadow/J our 
way, -
And we shall be called to accollnt for our day, 
He may find us as guileless as Goldenhair lay. 
And oh! when a-.weary, may we be so blest, 
As to sink, like that innocent child;to our rest; 
~.d feel ourselves clasped to the Infinite's 
Breast. \ 
PUBLISHERS' NOTES. 
- The lancaster Schooi Mottoes continue to be 
Ihe most popular set. We are' sending them to all 
parts of the United States. Mailed po. tpaid on 
eceipt of $1.10. 
-The address of ~. E. Beede, western agent for 
R. S. Davis & Co., has been changed from Keokuk 
I) Dubuque, Ia. This indicates progress on the 
pillt of that enterprising house. Wilh good books 
progress is sure to c' ·me. We congratulate friend 
Beede on his promising outlook. He "handles". 
sol,lle of the very best books for schools. 
-We have on hand 'a few sets of the wonderful 
Acme .Editlon of , Chambers' Cyclopl1edia of Eng. 
lish Literature. It.contains about 3,200 pages, and 
will be sent po t paid for $2 60. This is one of 
the cheapest pubhcatiens ever offered to Ihe public. 
It is well printed and bound, and entirely new and 
sound'. 
We also have Robert's Rules oj Order, 7S cents. 
This is now conceded to be the best and most pop-
ular work of the kind available for deliberative as· 
semblies in America. No lyceum or debating so-
ciety should be without it, and every teach~r should 
be familiar. with its contenls. 
. ' 
., 
The Educatiorial ' Weekly. 
-Subscribers now and Ihen complain that they 
do not receive the WEEKLY regularly. We ear-
neslly request every subscriber whose paper fails to 
make ils appearance as it should to report the fact 
to us and aid us in discovering the cause. ,There 
is no reason why every paper should not be regu-
larly received, and in good condition, save such as 
are accid~ntly misdirected or lost by carelessness of 
postoffice clerks. Our mail list is kept as carefully 
as It is possible to keep i~, and we have two other 
records be.ides of the names of all subscribers, as 
well as the origmal letters or orders of subscrip-
tion. Whenever a paper does not arrive by the 
time the succeeding issue is received. be sure to 
mail us a postal card saying so, and we will send 
another copy. Sometimes the mailing clerk makes 
mistakes, and the paper, after being out a few days, 
is returned to us. In such case it is sent with uext 
mail, and thus two papers may be received at once 
by a subscriber. 
-The great popularity of Grube's MethtJd and 
Wedgwood s Topical Analysis has deterred ~ from 
making an advertisement of them pr')minent in 
the WEEKLY. Grube's Method is now used in 
nearly all the normal ~chools of the West, and in 
many public schools of the larger cities; and the 
Topical Analysis is used everywhere-in schools, 
institutes, and the private study. It is found to be 
a I1:reat aid to the teacher of the common branches, 
and has been officially recommenned by several 
county and state superint~ndents,without anvagency 
work whatever havil}g been done in its behalf. Testi-
monials in its favor are abundant, and it is becom-
ing as familiar a work as many teachers' volumes 
'that have been published ten times as long. It is 
mailed to any address for 50 cents.Price 01 Grube's 
Mdhod 20 .:ents in paper cover, 30 cents in flex-
ible cloth . Liberal discounts are made on these 
prices when several copies are ordered at one time. 
-The WEEKLY is a valu'able and e~celient raper 
and we 'cannot afford either to refuse or neglect to 
stand by it.-Supt. W. S. Perry, Ann Arbor, Micll 
-HORSFORO'S ACID PHOSPHATE counteraCts 
the immediate ill consequences of the ."use of to. 
bacco. 
PUBLISHERS' DEPAR TMENT.-
BACK NUMBERS of the WBBKLV will be furnished 'for tell cents each until the supply is exhausted. 
SCHOOLS AN:p COLLEGES. 
I OWA COLLEGE,. Grinnell, ItYWa. For catalop'e, etc., address the President, GBo.F.MAGOUN, D.D. [chy 
CHANDLER SCIENTiFIC DEPT. of Dartmouth College. Liberal Education on a scientific basis. Address Prof. E. R, RUGGLBS, Hanover, N. H. cpe 
S T MAR}-' S SCHOOL, Knoxville, Illinois. A Board ing SchOOl for Girls; First-class throughout; a safe Chnstian home, with the best advantages of education 
Reference is made to ~atrons 10 nearly every city in the 
West. (tf] . C. W. LBPPINGWKLL, D.D., Rector 
. 
S YRACUSE UNIVERSITY, at Syracuse, N. Y. The University has DOW the following departments ID op eration: Colltge of Libtral Arts-E. O. Haven, D 
D., LL. D~ , Chancellor. Jlftdical College-F. Hyde, M.D. 
Dean College of Fint Arts-G. F. Comfort, A.M., Dean 
For Annuals and other information, apply to E. O. HA 
VBN, Chancellor. 
OHIO CEN7RAL NORMAL, and Kindergartnl Trai .. inr. School. Reorganized with full faculty Three full courses, one, two, and three years respect 
Ively. Incorporated under State Board of Tnlstees . . 1:hi' 
i< the o'\ly Normal School in the State havmg a dostmct 
Professional Course of Study and Practice combined with 
the mest tborough academic instruction. 
Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin., 
Worthington O. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN1 of State Normal University. Special attention is paid to fitting young men for College. For years its graduates have enter 
ed Harvard, and other fir..t-class colleges, without conditions 
The English course presents rare opportunities to young men 
preparing for business, or young ladies desiring. a thorough 
course ofstudy. For further information address E. J . James 
Ph. D., Normal, Ill. ' .. 
I'!'L1NO/~ S7ATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, fm the special preparation of teachers . The full course 0 study requires three years. Tuition free to those who 
pledge themselves to teach ID the state; to others, ~30 per 
year. Hil'h School Dtpar/ment otTers the best advantal:.es 
for prepanng for college or for business. Tuition, 1$30 p"e 
year. Grammar School Department furmshes excel~en 
facilities for obtaining a good, practtcal education. TUluon, 
"I2S per year. Primary Departmtnt, a charming place. for I 
die "little folks ." Term begins March 8,1880, For partieu 
lara address EdwID C. Hewett, President,Normal, Ill. If 
-
Boston University 
OtTers in CollegIate and Post-graduate studies, in Theology 
Law, and Medicine the choicest of Eastern Advan 
tages. Address Tkt Registrar. 
Summel' School of Elocution. 
By S. S. HAMILL" A. M.· 
In ordering a change in the address of your paper, always Will open June loth 1880 at 7'0 West Monroe Stre~t 
give the postotlice and statc fro,,, which you wish the ad- Chicago, 111. . " 
dress changed. 
Remittances should be·sent by registered letter, draft. or . 120 Lessons two -her da ll $80 postoffice money order, payable to S. R. WINCHBLL & Co. . I r '.J' I • 
Do HOt se .. d Bank Clucks. 'They cost us Ij cmts apitce Q-Ten Lessons in Elocutlon and how to teach them sen 
for collection. free .tIl all. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. _ ...:..._-,--___ :..-. _ _ __ -:;-_______ _ 
. EDW ABD DE ANGUERA'S One year (40 Nos.), 12.50. If paid in advance,l2.oo . . 
Six months (20 Nos.), J.50. II II 1.25. 
Three months (10 Nos.) .15. .. .. • .6S 
Each Monthly Edition, 50 cents a year in advance. 
ADVBRTISING RATBS FOR SINGLB INSBRTIO",.,..: 
Full Outside 'Page. ____ ~o.oo) One-haifColumn(s io.) "7.50 
Full Inside Page .......... 30.00 Three Inches .. ____ ....... 5.00 
One-halfInside Pa e __ 18.00 Inch Cards ............. _ 1.15 
Full Column (10 in~ __ , '4.00 Per Line..... ............... .15 
Special Notices. 40 cents per line bv count. 
DISCOUNTS. 
20 insertions 40 per cent. 
40 II So U II 
2: insertions 10 per cent. 
4 ., 20" ft 
10 u 30 h " 
Advtrtisements runni" gone montl. or mort art pub-
lishtd ill all the seven mopthiy tditions witl.out txtra 
charge. 
Copy should be receivel:i by Saulniay noon, previous til 
date of issue. • 
Each advertising page of . THB EDUCATIONAL WBEKLY 
contains three columns, each column ten inches, and one 
inch twelve lines. 
No advertisement will be inserted for less dian one dollar. 
Qroers from strangers must be paid monThly In advance. 
Addrea. all communications til 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., Chica,o. 
OONSERVATORY OF MUSIO 
249 Park Ave. 
O::EI::I:O.A..~C>, 
Teachers of acknowledjled ability in. their several depart-
meD\~ have been secured In the follOWing branches ; 
Piano, Organ , Violin, Vio)onc·elto. Cornet, Guitar, Zi.~er, 
Flute and Piccolo, Voca' Culture, Harmony, COllrtlerpOlnt, 
Fuge, Composllion, Thorough·b" .. , Reading at Sight, and 
all other branches of Music: also Elocution, French, 
German, Itali n and Spanish. 
Full information concerning the institution a nti its manage -
ment can be obtained by mquiring at W. W. Kimball's 
Music 'Varerooms t Cor. Sta ~ \'::.Pld Adams Streets, and at the 
Co~~rvatory. 
School ·.'Teachers 
~School teachers who want to know where they 
can spend the summer vacation in pleasant rustica. 
ting should send to the officers of the Chicago and 
Northwestern Rai!way for th!!ir Journal of Pleas· 
ant Summer Resorts of 'the Great NOithwest, and 
How to Reach them in 1880., This gives brief 
sketches or many of· the most popular summer reo 
sorts and watering places of tne Northwest. Of 
course thty are such as are reached by the -Chicago 
and Northwestern Railway The resorts described 
are chiefly in Wisconsin and Minnesota. The most 
prominent 'of these is Geneva Lake, in southern 
Wiiconsin. Gthers of growing interest are Devil's ' ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL WfIVE}{SI7Y, Cham. 
La~e, WIS., Lake Minnetonka, Minn., Madison. ' pailtn, IlI. l J. ·M. Gregoryl.L+.- D., Rege~t. CoUege 
Wis Marqueue Mich Minneapolis Minn and of A,rlculture, College of AnglDeera, College of Nat· 
Can have permanent employment, fresh air. and. afler a 
short trial, a large salary, in selling bo~ks .. I have agcut 
who state that they are making morc In S IX months than 
they ever received in a year while teachmg, and have full y 
regained their health besides. 1 have the best and cheap-. 
esl Hibles published in this country, and want t,nen of 
ability and .kill to sell them, and will give e~ery goo~ agent 
c}1arge of territory as soon as comfctent to hire and .lnstruct 
others. I have quite a number 0 teachers who WIll w~fk 
through vacation, and wjll continu~ , if successful: I WISh 
more 'to work in 'the same way. Give age, CxpCrlcnce, and 
present salary. ~end this. ., B W " " ,., ul .. ISclencea, College of Literature and Arts. Fall term 
qreen ' ay, IS. . ' • . begins Sept. n, 1877. [tf] .W. J .' HOLLAND. ·Sjring/i.Id, Masl. 
